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THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF

•

THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

1:.!4

January 17, 1974
The Regents of the Univers~ty met at 1:30 p.m. on'Thursday,
January 17, 1974, in the Coun~Yl Room of the New Mexico Union.
Present:

Also Present:

Mr. Calvin P. Horn, 'President
Mr. Austin E. Roberts, Vice President
Mrs. Frank A. Mapel, Secretary-Treasurer
Mr. Henry Jaramillo, Jr.
Dr. Albert G. Simms II
Mr. Stanley Read; President, GSA, Adviser
Mr. Ross Perkal, President ASUNM, Adviser
President Ferrel Heady
Dr. Chester C. Travelstead, Vice President for
Academic Affairs
Mr. John Perovich, Vice President for Business
and Finance
Dr. Paul H. Silverman, Acting Vice President for
Research
Ms. Karen Glaser, Acting Vice President for Student
Affairs
Dr. Leonard M. Napolitano, Dean, School of Medicine
Mr. John N. Durrie, University Secretary
Mr. Jess E. Price, Director of Public Information
Ms. Laurie McCord, Albuquerque Tribune
Reporters from Channel 7, Channel 13,and/KRKE Radio

Also present for portions of the meeting: Mr. Vance Mauney, Mr. George
, Koury, and Mr. Robert Stamm representing the Albuquerque
Board of Realtors; Mr. Douglas Henslee, Quinn & Company;
Mr. William R. Bierbaum, Director of Auxiliaries and
Services; Mr. Van Dorn Hooker, University Architect; Mr.
Robert Torres, architect; Mr. Jackson Akin, University
,Attorney; Associate Professor Jovan Djuric, Department
of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science; Professor
Jerrold L. Walden, counsel for Professor Djuric; Dean
Frederick M. Hart, School of Law; Mr. Ray Schowers, former GSA President; Mr. Fred Mondragon, Administrator,
BCMC; Mr. Ge:orge Harris and Mr. Donald Moses, Albuquerque
attorneys; Col. J. H. Hottenroth, N. M. Health and Social
Services Department.

*** ***
Mr. Horn asked if there
Minutes of Meeting
were any changes in the minutes
of December 13, 1973
of the meeting of December 13~ 1973.
It was moved by Mr. Jaramillo, seconded by Dr. Simms, that the minutes
be approved as submitted. Carried.

* ** ***

A list of candidates
at the end of Semester I,
presented to the Regents,
that the list would go to
February 12.

Candidates for Degrees,
Sem. ~, 1973-74

for degrees

1973-74, was

•

it being noted
the University Faculty for approval on
__

~------------_. . ,

FALL 1973

February 12, 1974
The University of New Mexico
Office of Admissions and Records

,

Minor
English
Naval Science
None
None

I

B&AS

,

Philosophy
History
Spanish
Special Education
Sociology & BioI
Art
Latin American St

:e
.!

spanish_~

• !

Drama ,_
Anthropology
PortugUese
Anthropology
History
Anthropology
Spanish
English
English
Spanish
English
Sociology
.Economics
Mathematics
Philosophy
Sociology
Political Science
Chemistry
Psychology
Portuguese
Anthropology
None -
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Michael Edwin Feyenv!

Psychology
Political Science
Anthropology
Anthrppology
Spanish
English

~#Glenn MorrisFishbine~
~Nicholas Edward Flanders~

Elena Claire Frankenthaler~
-f\victoria Anne sc~ot,t,E'reernan.l
James Mark Fulmer
Charles .C.•_J.igg~
.
Geogra~hy
Gary George Gisolo'"
English
$Ana EliZabeth, Godinez'/'
SOciology
Daniel Andrew Gonzales
Psychology
,Robert Hal Good.! "
"
EcOnomics
*Jack.. Ja~ .Gr~~er:g.l' . ~
:~:Chemistry
Bob .,'J!....iHaH~;t. .'
Economics
-j,Alan Mel~i"n~arms.//
History
Fredric Reed Harshe
I
Psychology
Michael Jude Hartr5Pftv
English
Ryan Peter Hatchv'
English
lkMark Scott.Henderson-r
Anthropology
Gail Joan Hodyke V
./
Anthropology .
Clarke Dean Hubbard~
,
Geology
~ry Carolyn Huesema~nl
' , . Spanish
~Robert Alan Huether.!.'
ournalism
Rita Marie Jaramillo
"
Psychology
Donald Kieth Johnson
English
Christopher Cary Jone~, /'
psychology
Evelyn Kathleen Jonesv'.
Journalism
--f'.ArdiS Elizabeth Keepin
psychology
Kenneth, Odell Killebrew
Political Science
iEAmanda Kyle Kinlaw~
Psychology
1C#susan Lynn Kirtwl
English
Sarah Jo Krahn~
/Antpropology
'Elaine M. LaChapelletl'
Anthropology
Carol Sue Lane~Psychology
Robert Kazmer Latven~
Chemistry
~chard Anthony LaVall~
Anthropology
Paul C. Lees;
Speech Communication
Robert Lawrence Lindberg,
Political Science
Laurance Dee Linford/
Anthropology
~David Raymond Lopez~ I
Chemistry
Eraldo Cayetano Lucerol.
Sbciology
Patrick ArIon Lyon / .
,Economics
Wilfred Edward Maez\f
Political Science
Edward Lawrence Matteucci/'_
Political Science
*Zachary Lorne McCormi~k""'---- History
Joel Mark Mccrillis~
'/
Economics
Stephen Joseph Mclaughlin V,
Anth & Engl
,*,Barbara Dinegar MenicuccV'
, Geography ..
~Marilyn Numela Mokuvl
Psychology
Rudolfo Montoyav!
Spanish
Pamela Kay Morenus~/'
Chemistry
Kevin Dennis MUrp~y
Chemistry
Steven M. Mutzig~
Russian Studies
~aniel Albe, rtNajjar
Political Science,
.1tHoward Dennis O'L8ary
Psychology
John Richard Orrt'
Sociology
Richard Larry Orrison
History
Michael Dale Oswaltv'
History
~~n~ldBruce Pettin~~
Political Science

.1/"

Jr.1

iP

-

-
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Political SctencA:~)~
Political science
Economics
Philosophy.
English
Portuguese
History,
Distributed
·----Naval Science
Spanish
Sociology
B&AS
Math & BioI
Mathematics
Naval Science
French
Journalism
Political Science
Sociology
Political science
Distributed
English
English
English
Art
English
History
French & German
Russian Studies
Sociology
Distributed
..
Spanish
. Sociology
Sociology
Mathematics
History
Music
Biology
History
Biology
Anthropology
B&AS
History
English.
Geography
History
. None
Distributed
Sociology
Portuguese
_lr
Mathematics
Biology
Naval Science
Economics
~
English
Music
Art & Engl
Geography
Hi~'tory _
-'~

~.

..

-.~

t.:!?
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Helen Louise Radcliffey!
Anthropology
Kathryn Adele Ramirezv/
English
Thomas Allen ReicherV
Journalism
Daniel Justin Reid/ .
English
Jesus Jose Rey, Jr.1
j
Spanish
Michael Flinn Richardsv!
Anthropology
Betty Keller' 'Risher/ .
:
Journalism
Roxanne Elizabeth RObertsvi
Psychology'
Michael Robert Rotond~
,
Anthropology
J.A. Rudy Roybal/
Philosophy
John Richard Russellv!
Psychology
Michael Phillip Rutryerfor~ History
Kurt Matthew sager~/
Philosophy
steven scott Salway .
Political Science
Joseph Denn.is sanCheZ~j'
History
Michael Robert Sanders .
Geology
Loretta Celeste Sanq9,va ~
'Sociology
Gretchen Mohun Schm~~
Psyc 0 ogy
Michael Duilio S e i \ / ,
Economics
William Anthony Seymour~
Speech Communication
Bonnie Jean Shaver~
Psychology
Jane Shrefflerl
Anthropology
James Kirk Shropshirev!
History
Pamela Jean Simmons./
Psychology
James MacDonald sorley~
Geography
Susan L. Speare f'"
History
William John Spence.;'
English
Richard Ivan Stevens
Journalism
~%Murray William Taylor~
History
Jeff Hodge Teutsch~
English
Thomas Peck Tinnin~
Political Science
Joseph Kevin valen~iaspanish& Political Science
Arnold Velez, Jr . ./
I Spanish
Charles Albert Micha~l Vigil~ Sociology & English
*.atri.cia Roger wa~d~ .'
'.
Sociology
Craig George Wels~
/
English
Julie Kirtley WilkersonV"' ..-:
Psychology
Audrey Susan Wil on./
Art' .
7
Todd M. Wilson 0/
,/
Geology
Jennifer Claire Wittvl
Art
I

I

____.-'Pab?~eJ.t.cJohn 1~lc6LL ..

. ChClfti3t:yy

Scum laude in General Studies
#magna cum laude ,in General Studies
%summa cum laude in History

*~?f2~~~
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Biology
philosophy
History
Speech Comm
Mathematics
Spanish
English
Russian Studies
Sociology
Sociology
Sociology
English
Gennan
History
B&AS
Distributed
Spanish
oc~o ogy
Sociology
Phil & Engl
Sociology
Spanish
English
Sociology
Naval Science
Russian Studies
Art
English
Philosophy
Philosophy
History
None
Linguistics'
None
French
. Anthropology
English'
Psychology
Distributed
Sociology
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BACHELOR OF SCmNCE,
Betty Ann Arrasmithtl
Carol Sue Ashley
Robin Eric Howard Ashman..l
William Thomas Bakervt
William A. Bennett / ).
Michael.. wuis ·Bernabe"
Carol Diane B~~~ing~
'*Leslie Price Bulgin.t
.~bert Edward Bussey.!
. Cyrus Lynn Butne'r~'
..' .

V

/

Mathematics
Biology
Biology
Biology
Mathematics
Physics' .
Biology
Biology
Biology
Mit'themafics-

-pfiyiicEi'· .-

Biology
;
Raymond William CaraveoV . .
Biology
.J
Pier' D.1igi Carrara.,(
Mathematics
Sally Robin Carter~
Biology
Manuel E. Chave~'
Mathematics
'1fJean Paulet Corey~
Biology
.~ames Hutchins Davisl
Biology
Geoffrey Alan Dornv'
' .
Astrophysics
. Dolores C. EsparzcrQ....:::z:;P4""~ Biology
Andrew Charles Garpiav .
Mathematics
Lesli~ Ann Glass /
<
BioI & Chem (BA)
V
Rudy Orlando Gonzalesyf
Physics & Mathematics
Leola Jean Gonzalez,,/
Biology
Kenneth John Grant~/
Biology
y
.~OdY Genelle Gr.a ./
Biology
Fred .Alan Greenberg .'
Psychology
Helen .M. Hankins.,
. Geology
Robert T. Harrison/
' .
Biology
Frances Carol Huttenhowv!
Biology
Bruce Alexander JackV
Biology
-{<Frances Marie G. Jernigan~
Biology
Suleiman Khalil Kassicieh~
Mathematics
~FranC.iS Xavier Keller~.j'
Biology
Jeanne Marie Kirkland
Biology
Christopher Strong Kornegay",,'
Mathematics
James Matthew Leavi~;J
Biology
Kenneth J. MacLennanl ,
Mathematics
Greig Albert Magnu on-l
Biology
7
David A. Martinez~
Psychology
Joseph DouglasMath~r
Biology
Michael James Me~." \.-.
Psychology
* J i l l Ann Mille~v '\ M'.~ls Biology
- ~c. ~
Lawrence A. NigQbe. r~
Biology
Joe Niel Otero' .
Mathematics
Pamela Roth Peay,/
....:. .
Psych & Math
Jennie A. K. Richardso~I"Biology
Robert Thomas Scot¥,
Biology
Nancy Carol SheehYv!
Psychology
John Michael Sivinski
Biology & English
Gary Eugene Sturdevant
Psychology

I

II

%summa cum laude in History

.+~?£~~

:i~~~;.~__.

-."

.~.,

Computer Science
Chemistry
Chemistry
Chemistry
Compute~ $cience
Mathematics
Anthropology
Chemistry
Chemi.stry

~ristine Den.ise camPbe. l~

1~~~~~:~~~~~:~~~~L_.

1:lS... -.-..

_'_

Chemistry
Chemistry
FrenGh
Chemistry
Computer Science
Chemistry 0
Chemistry
Mathematics,....:?
()
Chemistry ~
Spanish
.
None
None
Geology
Anthropology
Psychology
Distributed
Distributed
Chemistry
Chemistry
Chemistry
Chemistry
B&AS
Chemistry
Chemistry
Philosophy
Chemistry
Distributed
Chemistry
Distributed
Chemistry
. Biology
_ ~~
Chemistry
Chemistry & Anth
.Physics
None
Chemistry
Chemistry
Biology
None
Biology
.. ,..... ,..
Chemistry
_. _ ._.. ~1'l.~i~~ry
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.

-
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOgY
Judith M. Kennedy

#magna cum laude in General Studies

_'LlL~~~£_~7t_~/£~
,

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

..

- ' - ' - - ' - - ', - - - - - - - -

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
EricR. Andersonvl'
/
Frederick Christopher, Arfman V
Doyne Eugene Bartmess, Jr •./
Zenon Edward Belanger"l
Michael Lawrence Cox~
I
Steven Lee Eagan,/
Lewis Julius Fryv
'
-fJOseph Albert Horvath, Jr •../
Michael Davis L{ndsey~

Hector Hernan Maciay!
Richard Masona/'
Monte Ceary Mingusv" /
Miguel Mino-Gallardo .'
Eleuterio Estevan Ortiz
Donald Gene Sedlock.,;'/
Todd Patrick wagener,!
Harry Randall Wilt,"

V

I

.,

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Oran Joseph Viator, J~.V,l
Roger Elmer wendt~

Roland Marti-Quesadavl
, *Michael W. Mauser~

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Ruy Alencar, Jr:'ii
Lorin Avery Black, Jr.~
~llard Thomas Butler.l /
Richard Allen Chalfant l
Edsal H. Chappelle'
.*M~lvin George Durantll"~' j'
John Bernard Frank, Jr."
Bennie Green, Jr •.,/
IDn Edward Hall ,,/
Charlie Anthony Jones, Jr~v
IDuis Mirabal,,/
'l'homas Gilbert Mortensenv"

Michael James Rabjohns,/
David Richard RaelV / '
Mark Charles ReinekeV'"
Lance Chester Schneider
David Walter SChreck.,./.. / : "
Joseph Wingfield Shaffer
Mark Lewis Simons/ .
Alan Richard Stemm ./'/
Larry Dean Sullivan v
Andrew Ronald Alfred Tafoya,,/'
David Bruce Walker~
Karl Wayne War~

vi

.*

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Michael David Avritt~
Daniel Alan Bradyl ..' .
David Harry Doro~
Richard Alan Fraser.,!
~Allen L. Gauler~ .
Alan Kent Gideon \'
David Hugh Hall./ /
John Clare KOogler
Roger Harold Morrison .

j

.......

John Patrick O'Brien/ '
Due Thua Pharo,'"
/.
Hoa Thanh Phan '""
Richard Roybal..
,pavid Gerald Schwerstein .,/ ,
Benny Dean Stevens,./
/
James Cartter Stewart \c''!
William Edward Stone,,/ ,
Vernon Thomas Williams,,'/

I
.

,

1,

7
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

1.LlO
...
~.

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION
/
Major
Teresa Mary Allen'/
. Special Education
Kathy Marie Bacav/
Spanish
Rafaelita Bachicha
English
Paula Maire Barnesyl'
Spanish
1tMaurice Melbourne. Bloom~ History
Peter Steven Bush~
Special Education
Mary Jane Carroll~,
Special Education
Sally Anne cawley/ .
Special Education
Janet Marie Chiado
Social Studies Comp.
Mary Elizabeth Daniels'
Special Education
Mary Melinda ·DexterJ
Art Education
Judy BetteFI~(
) . .Art Education
Eddie Michael Gallegos ,.;History
.
Veronica Carrillo Garcia ppecial Education
~Ma:ry Jane SanCheZjilbert\ISpeCialEducation
~~alerie Berg Gins
jEngliSh
Carolyn Atkinson Haislip None
Spanish
Carmen R. Hurtado-DiazV
Antonio S. Jaramilloj
Special Education
Calvin Denis KobayaShi;. Psychology
Margaret Mary Kushner.,. Art Education
Linda Estella Martinez jSpaniSh
.
Linda Widdows Milakovich'eommunication Arts Comp
. Duane Harold Mortens~;mj Art Education
~Toby Anne Mo ch
" , .,_" S ecial Education
Peggy Marcella 0' onno~
t Educat~on
~rta Maria Osuna~
Special Education
Angela Mary Pascetti
Speech
~thryn Ann Rice~
Special Education
Patricia scottvf '
Communication ArtsComp
Clark Allon Sutherland
Art Education
Ulrike Helga Tantzenj
. .special Education
Julie Ann Trzcinski'
Art Education
1tJanet .Ruth Weeden~
English

,! /.

.

I'

j

Ii'

Minor
Psychology
Business Education
Special Education
Business Education
Anthropology
Psychology
Psychology
Early Childhood Stu
Reading
Health Education
None
None
Political Science
Comm Disorders
Psychology.
French
Reading & Spec Ed
English
Physical Education
Soc & Athl Coaching .....
None
Business Education
None
None
English
one
Psychology
English
Psychology
Drama
None
English
None
Sociology

Recreation
Bilingual Education
Sociology
Socia~?gy

e-

Recreation
Spanish
None
Special Education
Early Childhood St
Special Education
Special Education
Early Childhood Stu
None
Bilingual Education

CUrric
Spec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec' Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Spec Ed
Spec Ed
Spec Ed .
Sec Ed
Spec Ed
Art Ed
. Art Ed
Sec Ed
Spec Ed
Spec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sed Ed
Spec ,Eg .
·Sec-'·Ed "
Art Ed·
. Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Art Ed
Spec Ed
Spec Ed
Sec Ed
Spec. Ed
Sec Ed.
Art Ed
Spec Ed
Art Ed
Sec Ed ..

.,,' El :Ed~ :.~
EI Ed.··..
EI Ed
EI Ed
EI Ed
El Ed
·EI Ed
Sec Ed.
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
EI Ed
El Ed

Major
f:1:aria D. Chavez..,'
Elementary Education
Rudolfo Chave;';
Elementary Education
Tobias R. Chavez, Jr. / Elementary Education
Nicholas Gene Cheromiah ,Mathematics
Jean L. R. Ciriacks~
Business Education
Deborah Ann collins;;
Elementary Educ & Hist
Helen cortez\1
Business Education
~ohn Richmond Cushman.!
Elementary Education
Adele Mary Davis~
j Elementary Education
Rennee Duran de ArmijOV Elementary Education
.:f:!!ohn Milburn Eadesel
Elementary Education
David Landrine Eggersv!
Business Education
Ernest Eichwald~
Elementary Education
Jean Helen Febe;V;
Elementary Education
~yndsay Joan Fishburn
Elementary Education '
Margaret Jeanette Fosterv!Elementary Education
Henry George Gabaldon.( / Elementary Education
Bonita Lucille Gallego~ Elementary Education
Margaret Perea Garcia~
Business Education
pm.rgaret Gluckv'
, Elero.entary Education
Barbara Jean Root Goochvl Elementary Education
Coveta Maxine G7an"tt/
Elementary Education
Mary V. Gurulev'
.
Elementary Education
Anna Marie Guthrie..,l ,BusinessEducation
f<;Linda Barbara Haleqt/
Business Education
~oyceHand.l
~'
Elementary Education
~nald Paul Harper"
Mathematics
Martha Tuthill Hen wi
Elementary Education
Arlene Linda Hermp.nv"
~lementary Education
Debra Sharleen 0 ns
E emen ary
Clemmie Ann Clay Johnsonv!Elementary
Joseph Raymond Johnsto~ ElernentaryEducation
Phyllis Wahl Keith.! /
Business Education
Aneeda Louise Killman
Elementary Education
BarbaraKosickij
Elementary Education
Earlean Kossie~
/
Elementary Education
Susan Jo Land B~a n ~ '. n" l~e1'l.tary Education
f\Diana Espinoza
r ~nez
emen ary
uca ~on
Carlotta Janette Mitchel
lementary Education
Doris Katherine Montoyav' Elementary Education
Marlene Kathleen Mont9yaJElernen,tary Education
Marilyn Jean Mossien'J
Mathematics
Kathryn Louise Neher:!
Business Education
j:JAargaret Leigh Niem7yer<l' Mathematics'
Lorraine Dee Noblev' '
Mathematics
Richard Boniface or~ga
Chemistry
Mary Helen pettinev'I Elementary Education
Christine Ruth Potter/Elementary Education
Josephine Rose Quintanav' Elementary Education,
~usan Marie Riverawl
Elementary Education
, Jeanne Carol sampsonl J Elementary Education

I

I

Minor
Bilingual Education
Music
Social Sci
Athletic Coaching
English
None
Spanish
English
Special Education
Bilingual Education
Social Science Comp
History
Spanish
Special Education
Early Childhood St
English
Art Education
Recreation
Music Education
Linguistics
Special Education
Music Education
Special Education
English
History
Business Education
S ~ C.:rnp SQ...;
Early Childhood Stu
Psychology .1:
ro- er~can
Social Science
English
English
Special Education
Art Education
Home Economics
Music Education B; L o (' C
ar y cfii1dfiood ~t
~
English
History
Social Science C6~p
Health Education
Science Comp
Psychology
Psychology
Mathematics
Music "Education
Bilingual Education
Special Education
Special Education
Psychology

Currie
EI Ed
EI Ed
EI Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
E1 Ed
Sec Ed ".
EI 'Ed
EI Ed,
EI Ed
EI Ed
Sec Ed
E1 Ed
E1 Ed
EI Ed
E1 Ed
EI Ed
E1 Ed
Sec Ed
E1 Ed
E1 Ed
E1 Ed
EI Ed
,
Sec E~_ . i
-Sec-'Ed '"
E1 Ed
Sec Ed
EI Ed
!
EI Ed eli
Ed

Q

(

EI Ed
EI Ed
Sec Ed
El Ed
EI Ed .
EI' Ed
E1 Ed((
E1 Ed .,.
EI Ed
EI Ed
E1 Ed
Sec Ed .
,'~ Sec Ed-';;;'
Sec Ed-':'
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
E1 Ed
E1 Ed
EI Ed
EI Ed
E1,Ed

i

d

------=------'-----=---=--------------'
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o
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•

-Patr-icfa- Wood- saUl}ders·r- Elementary Educat.lon
Tereah Lea Smithv
. Elementary Education
:.AcaroIAnn; Sonderleiter'! Elementary Education
erryAeRil.oAns,:J ' va;al'e~dr~'oZ,!/ _it ; _,:, EleTI,lentary EQ.uca4ion
Ma
v
... "
"Eienlenta'iy' Education
Marie T. SChneider/
Elementary Educat.ion
,

'

Alberta ~~ie waldrIPl-Mary Jane \~~.·teyl ;I
Debra Ann wilsonyf

Elemeniary-Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education

Art Education
PE
Early Childhood Stu
Special Education
Special Education
Special Education
Early Ch-iTdnooa 'St-,
Art Education
Health Educatlon

El
EI
EI
EI
El

Ed
Ed.
Ed
Ed
Ed

El Ed
-J:.,-.L-=- -

El Ed
El Ed

BACHELOR OF SCmNCE IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Martha Begay Ashleyvl
- Barbara Kay Butlerv!
,/~nda Jean Eyberse~
"I'I'likki Delk Failstl /
Henry Joseph Garc' a ,
"Joseph Hernandez
e~
Rosa Sylvia Muro 07rte.gaJ
Jan Jacobs Pierce . /
Susan Elaine sigler~
Jeffrey G~(lord Stoltz
Daniel Vi~l TrUby!

Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
hysical
hysical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical

Education
Education
Education
Education Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education

Biology
Biology
Biology
Biology
Athletic Coach & Math
Biology
Health Education
Dance
Biology
Athletic Coach~ng
Athletic Coaching,

PE- '
PE ,.
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
l?E

PE

BACHELOR OF SCmNCE IN HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION
Judy Patterson Agu~la~ Horne
Horne
Teri Lee Biddison"" /
Sharon Kay Burkhardt~/
Horne
Horne
Dana Kathleen FellrnarV'
, Horne
Carole H. Haynesv!
~chelle Susan Long~1 Horne
Horne
Claudean E. Martinezv!
Horne
Mary Catherine Nagyvl
Horne
Lynne PeckinpauglV
"
Horne
¢Mary Lenore Rodriguez~
Horne
MaryLou Wallv! '
Peggy Jo wigre~
Horne

Economics
Economics
Ec & Dietetics
Economics
Ec & Dietetics
Ec & Dietetics
Economics
Economics
Economics
'Economics
Economics
Economics

None
!,sychology
None
Psychology
None
'None
None
Special Education
None
Music
Business Education
None

H Ec
H Ec
H Ec
H Ec
R"Ee'"

H Ec -H Ec
H Ec
H Ec
H'Ec,
H Ec
H Ec

BACHELOR OF sCmNCE IN INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Joseph William Black~
Michael Lloyd Fullervl
Martin Jay Haynesj )
William Norman Mayer
Raymond Morgan

Industrial
.Indus:trial
Industrlal
Industrial
Industrial
~WilliamArthur peter~~ Industrial
Industrial
Detlef Zern PhilliPSJ/
James Anthony Poland
Industrial
Industrial
Darrell James Richar:;!
Madie Felix ,SansQuci ,
Industrial

J

e

Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education

None
None
None,
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

IE
IE
IE
IE
IE
IE,
IE
,.~:;I:E '
IE
IE

..

-~~
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BACHELOR OF ARTS IN RECREATION
Rec
Rec
Rec
Rec

None
None
None
None

Michael Dennis Chirigos.,l Recreation
Kenneth William D~nard~ Recreation
Larry Joe Garcia~1
Recreation
Janyce Lee willcut
Recreation

·:~¢C\mLlaude_in_.Home Economics .. ---.
._ '_ ..
._
~
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH EDUCATION

.
, Hajor
Judith Maxine Williamsv! Health Education

Minor
Science Composite

-- ----- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - j

I

CUrric'

I

HEdj

I

COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS
BACHELOR OF' FINE ARTS
Major
Susanne Whitfo 7d Allen /
Architecture
Kim Alan Behm I
Art
Robert Whitson Bigger'
Architecture
Russell Alan BOdna~~
Art
John Lynn Brooks ~ fJ
Architecture
Ger,ard Robert Browny/
Architecture'
James Timothy BurnsV
Art
Frank Thomas Clar~
Art
John Scott Davisyl
Architecture
~ames Richard Dillingham II ,
Art
Ronald Edgar Frisbie, Jr.
Architecture
Richard Wayne Frush';
Art
Richard Barry Gins)
)
Art
Robert Alexander Harrison
Architecture
...,Mich~el Grey Marshal~/
Architecture
John William Martin, V ,
Architecture
Stephan Andrew pappa~Architecture·
Paul Erwin Pushn~~~+~!:....::~~~il::::..-bL.J&=c::!~"::::"_-----;;Ar-=-=c~~'":it:-:e:-:c::'1tC:u7:r::-e~-'---t~:!c:t:.~.=._-~Felix Anthony Rodriguez
Architecture
Sarah Marie salararyl
Architecture
Garry Lee Smith'
/
Architecture
Paul Arthur S o v e r e i g n . / A r t
.¥.oy Bell Tauber el/
Theatre Arts
James Gary Wiley
Art

J

'I

I

••

.-l

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN FINE ARTS

j

.

....

Joan Alworth)
Art Studio
Richard James Beck "
Art Studio
Elizabeth Anne C\tnningham
Art Studio
Sheila K. Duran J
Art Studio
Francis caldwell Elkin /
Art Studio
Linda Lee Janpol/
Art History
John Walter Kabal~
Art Studio
GretchenKenni~h/v'/, .
Art Studio
Karen Rae K l e t ' C y ' T h e a t r e Arts
Joy Denise Huckins
Art Studio
j(Holly Lynn ROberts~J
Art Studio
, Mary Patrice Schwind
Art Studio

I
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BACHELOR OF MUS IC

••

Barry' Alan Dodd} .
Margaret Dee Gurley

,-

J"
--

*

------ -------------BACHELOR OF MUS IC EDUCATION

;'

Susan Ann Boros!:
Donna Lynn Hargrove
\UkC: /I e 0 0h H.S tOJ1
~
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS & ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES

.1/',/

BACHELOR OF BUS,INESS ADMINISTRATION
Ervin Tommy Aldaz ~
Frank William Archibfld, Jr.vI
Gary Mac ArrnstrongV
/
Donald Ernest Campbel~
Martin Pedro Chavezv!/
Orlando Esquibel, ,jr.
Daniel Howard Frey v'
Mary Denise Gallegos
~ivka Pepper Gisser.l
/'
Richard Trueman Harr 7lson
Phillip Lynn Hatton,/ '
Helen Dmitri Jackson
George Andrew Jakobe III
Geor~e Douglas Johns~nv' e 55
Mart~n Howard Larige -/
' ,
Albert N. Maestasvl
/
Martha Thompson MCDona~, '
Orlando Ramon Montoyavl, )
Wallace Edward Nissen, Jr. '
James Lloyd peixottoy!
Diana Christine pope~/
Charles Allan Reese!
./
Douglas Charles Reinhardv'
Deborah Anne Reynoldsl
David Charles Roybal~
John Martin sanchezv'J
Paul Adrian sanchezV!'
/ .. _
Walter John Scartaccini~
Gregory Milam Smi th ~ /
/
Robert Langdon SpracfJ,ey~
,
Stephen Lee swanson/
"
Carmel Richard
Vigil,1 Jr.!
,
, Joseph Anthony WaidV
~ebecca Catherine welchw!
Richard John WhitneyV'

I

J'

R

\ey/

Concentration
Industrial Administration
Industrial Administration .
General Business
Accounting
Industrial Administration
Industrial Administration
Industrial Administration
Industrial Administration
.Finance
Industrial Administration
General Business
Accounting
General Business
Accounting
~~~_~~e~lo~~(3~IAA=>~,'_"
Industrial Adminis,tration
..- , - 'Finance
Industrial Administration
Acct & Finance
Accounting ,
Industrial Administration
Accounting
Finance
Accounting
Marketing
Narketing
Industrial Administration
Ge.nerill Business
Industrial Administration
,Accounting
Industrial Administration
General Business
Accounting
Industrial Administration
t. _.:.,,-:Accounting
Accounting
-,t ... •

,

...

"."'

.....

____-
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

!

'

~ancy Jeanne Broachwi'

Judi th Ann Hartman ~/
Marlene-Juday Kracko
Juanita Pirovl/"
.
/
Armida Torres
. Janet Elaine Tyler
.
)
Marjon Henriette Van Erven

I

~ry

Joan Urban.ek Browne
Cynthia Marsch Burchamy(/
Karen Elizabeth carter/
Dawn Demarest czapski~·
Annette Bose Duddie V
i
Carol Hall Ellenbecker \1
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHARMACY
- - j

Benny Tony Jaramillo V./
-*Thomas MacKay Martin...
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN DENTAL HYGIENE

!

*Lea M. schuelke.l
Glenna Bishop Taylor

UNIVERS ITY COLLEGE
BACHELOR OF UNIVERSITY STUDIES

I

./

-fL. Anna Ahumada
. Kathleen Marie Cruz Aragon
Leon Patrick Armijoy'
Gerald Ronald Bacal.
William Jose Baca
Mark Eugene Bakkum
Michael Raymond Barr'}rasl
James William Baug~
Andrew Leland Beirne~
Bruce Aubrey Benham!
James Lloyd BenninkJ! /
Robert Anthony Bersani
.
Martin John Black/
Janice Kirstine Blake
Suzanne Joan Braverman
Arnold Roger BurnhamI'
Colleen Clare Brigid Butler
Michelle Ann Capin/.....u .
~
Jack Lynn cargil~~
+William P. carpent~, Jr.vf
William L.carterv •
Ophelia M.Charlie!
Susan Louise Cheshire
/
Chris Richard Christense~
George Marston clayv! /
William Gilbert Coleman
~mry aniezek oromer~7"
Joseph Vidal CUellar
Jeffrey Scott Davis
.Marilyn Ann Defibaugh
Richard Cornelius DeKnegt \ I

vl/

I'

prL

J . . ', '

I

...

Kenneth Allan Dusenberryy/
Robert Edw~rd Ellis~
Jennifer Lee Fayv!
Ross Andrews Ferguso~
Martha Adamson Finl~y~
,James Joseph Flynn.,!
Frederick Lee Fresques
Paul John Gadevaia.l'
J
Robert Kenneth Gainfi!s'",",
__.. ~.,---Mariano Geo.rgieff~- J
' Robert Thomas Giffery'
Patricia Ellen Gonsk~
Linda Ellen Hall~
Tim Clark Hall~
Frank Anthony Hallenbeck '.
-7\pamela Katherine Harling~ /
Patrick Michael H rington~
Paul Glenn Hudsol~~~_~'L
Karen Anne James
Joseph Herbert Jeansyl
Ronnie Earl Jernigan~/
Thomas Frederick Johns~
+Janet Lee Jones~
David R. Kalin1/'
'. -J f//)
John Edward Keedy - ~l':':c;"{'
,#onstance Ramirez· Kergan ;,,;
Gary JOSeP.h Knychtv
,.,' ~,.
Mamadou Kone./
Ralph W~lliam KDpanskl' Sr ."/,,
James Richard Lally~
/
Marjorie Mae Thompso/l Langhamv'
,

I'"
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Shari Jean Larasory"

:::-======-~'

-----------

'-:'~r:~ri~Il~~~Jl1~~J ,Jr-:~V

I·

,Thomas Warren Lee';; /
James Stephen Lestykv'
Debra Ann Dodds ..
.
Robert Patrick DoUy"gh.·ty
.
John Franc.iS Lewis / / ,
Michele Ann Dumros·
.
Randy Ernest wvato
,··-·-----Michael" T. ·StewarfV"-~":-"
.Warren Edward Mach . / -",
Meliton Emilio Madrid~
#Georgine wuise Stob
/
, Kristopher'Leigh Strance
Mary Ellen Mark'; / .
.
Jean Naughton Taggardv
Lary Alvin'. Martin
j'
Barbara Gray McClintic
#Scott Arvid Taylor tI"
'Joseph O. McGee;
Sara Lynn Thielev!
,
Jane
Elizabeth
Thomasv(
Grace McKeel
/
,
I
Janet Rose McKinney····
, Deborah Jean Thorsen-",'
.
Richard Earl Troxel, Jr.
Jose D. Medina!
.'
Michael MaI1 HelLon!
Thomas Steele TurbettV'
Patricia Nell Turner~1
David F. 'Menicucci,f
'Joel. Brian Milakovich
'Julie Clayton Viebranz"/
Robert Campbell Milleryl
~Michael Joseph Vitagliano,Jr~
William Alan Miller/ .
' ..
David Dale weav~rV"
.
' ,
,,' *Joan D. weeks( " _~U)~
Michael Glenn MontrOY/
_.' .. f\A,', /'
Paul RiChardMontOya~~~-V
Thomas Ray Welch ..... - ~r:';"llJ
Robert Young Whittakerv'
"
("
Andrew James Mopper
David Milton Wiegand, Jr.vI
Darryl Jack Moxley~/
'
James Micheal Moye.,( ,
Brian Patrick Willet~
Cecilia E. Williams~ /
Deena wuise NoonanV
"
Eleanor Bonsu Attafua Ntiforo
Bradley James Wilsonv
+Sean William O'Brien
Debra S. ~litcher.l
'/,
Jacqueline Marie Wright .
Elizabeth Jane Odgers
"
Alfred Leaver Osmunyf
.' ' I _ .~
Jeanne Dolores Lucas palmer-~~
Steven Wilkinspaynte:~
00
01=
k)
Spencer Cornish Picke~
Gregory Lee pope v/
~L.LV; S
Q¢...:I
Abram PrO-irie; , , /
Yictoria wuise Prince
James Gregory Raboldv!
ary Johnson Ramsey
eoyla Joan Rankini'
Lauralie Gail Rankin '
/
William Robert Ratcliff~
Norma Jo Reilly~
?lice Faye Rivers",/ ,
Curtis Paul Rogersv
' Rebecca wrena Rier,j
Laurie Ann Roop
Joleen Rae Rynearson
Robert George SahdVj
t. _.:""Manuel H. sandovalJI.
Bruce Ian Schimmel~!
James Fred Sc~ulze' ,
Eugene scott"
I ,
Robert Harlo Shaffe~
Randall Ray Sharp! I
- - - - . - - '- '_ ' _ C o ,
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Richard James Siglerv' rv-l'J:(e.)s,c
Tracey Fearson smitfi{
,
Karl Westbrook Stalnaker, Jr.yI
, 1':Mi.chael James Steffen wi'
~chard Donald Stewart"

<

S;:"1hV

+Retroactive to 7/27/73
fflroagna cum laude in General Studies

GRADUATE SCHOOL
MASTER OF

John Stephen Athens I I I
Lynne AbdnOrBarnett~~
William Wayne Basile '.
I
Christopher Brooks Be lingv!
Phyllis Bain Beniav!
Martha Ann Best~
Wendy Jane Blake~
Carol Ann Goeke Blue./
Paula Marie Brattonyl'
Valerie Whiting B;-ewer",/
Linda Sue Brigh¥
Evelyn Griffin Byatt
.' .'
Patricia Gilligan Campbell .'
Arturo V. Casaresv';' I
piana Behnke eurti~'
;/
Mary CrawfordiDalla Betta'
Ellen Dann~'
Donna Lee Deyhle
/
Patricia L: Donne lan '. , /
Edmund IDu~sDuBo~s ,Jr. v .
Margaret McClane 'DYfeso~
Carolyn Wade Eaker~
John Francis Edwardsy! ,
Nan Elsas&er~1
/
Augusta Peabody Farley
RObe. rta Suzanne N)lnns Flynn
Joe G. Fresquez"
;'
Blair Elliott Friedman ",/
/
Melisendro Rubel Galleft0s V
Peter CharleS!rCia
Paul G i l b e r t o , l
Patricia ~n Glover.?'
Edward Herman Goff~.
Anne S. Goldstein//
Ralph Wilson Green
.
,
Jose G. Griego /
/
Ilse Gertrud Heidmannv1'
n i. 9 V'
Rob.ert Wil.l.iam H7
David Hugh Hiley
- . /
Walter Frederick Huebner, Jr.
William Burnside HUghes(
Ann Gould Wheeler Hur~
I

'j

I

7

I

v. .

I

ARTS
Major
Anthropology
Elementary Education
Guidance
Secondary Education
Art Education
Art
Special Education
Guidance
Secondary Education
Special Education
Elementary Edu~ation
Art Education
Special Education
Guidance
Special Education
Secondary Education
" . English
Educational Foundations
Guidance
Geography
Educational Foundations
Guidance
Secondary Education
Secondary Education
Secondary Education
Special Education
Guidance
Speech Communication
Secondary Education
Secondary Education
Elementary Education
El1:g lish
Political Science
History
Anthropology
Spanish
Portuguese _,,-Special Education
Geography
Math
Latin American Studies
Specia~ Education

,I
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Lauri Dickinson Jack.l·-~
------Art -Education
Carl Edward Jacksonvt
Guidance
Carl D... Jac~son ./
.Guidance
Sam Jonesyl
V
Political Science
Walte~ Stephen Jurkiewicz, Jr.~'
Art'
Andre~ Ruth Karlinv"
Secondary Education
Judith Ellen Ka~1
English
Norma Leticia Ken~l
Guidance
Geofifrey KennedyV"
/
Speech Conunuriication
Bruce Charles ~ause~
Art Education
Lorraine Kuck v..'
Elementary Education
Bruce Allen - Kushner~7
-. - _._--- ---- PsychoIogyAnthon Hugh Lewi~ . .
Secondary Education
Kay Ann LoPopoloi
Secondary Education
a
Robert Anthony Madeo
Educational Administration
James Gary MadSenv' .
Guidance
David Joseph ~ j s t e r e k S p e c i a l
Education
Lucia Gene Mandalfino
Recreation
FrancesPiedad Martinez
Elementary Education
John Anthony Martinezv/
('
Educational. Admin.i.stration
Mary Ann. Frances Martinez
/
Elementary Education
Joann Mazzioyl
I
' Secondary Education
Jane Ellen Martin MCDermottv!
Elementary.Education
Cuvier Allen MCGa~r~/1
Secondary "Education
Andrew Peter Mezensky .
Art
Joel Conrad Miller/ /
'..
Elementary Edu~ation
Thoma.s Arthur Mille.
~
Secondary Education
Vivien Rodriguez-Mena Mi,anda
~~JJ
~
~arish
Celia Baldasarre Moore \f
- , ~.
~ementary Education
Michael George Moran~ I
..
English
Etta Mueller Moredock~
A ' L _ 1.1
English
Gillian Elizabeth Ngola - ~ ~
English
Samuel Mutisya Ngola
r::L.. '_1_ ~V - - .
Economics
Nina Helene Nickerson~~ I ~ ~.
Secondary Education
Evelyn M. Scott Nol)rnl'
" .
/.
Special Education
Sandra Jean Odell~
Elementary Education
James Patrick O'Neill
Economics
Alan Joseph osborn;
0
Anthropology
Bethzaida Remond Pafajon
Elementary .Education
J.Udith C. peloqu~nJ I .
So?iology
Barbara Ann Petr~chv
/
Gu~dance
Charles Shelby Pfuntner
Anthropology
Alan Howard Pope ~
E!lglish
Frances Ellen Purifoy
English
Pauline B. Rae1v"
-~ / '
Secondary Education
Gordon Campbell IUch V .
/
Spanish
Silda Isabel Rivas Quijanov.. _
Comparative Literature
Marileta Sawyer RObinsOIv'j----Educational Foundations
Juan Francisco Rodriguezv'
Spanish
Maurice LaVern. ROssa! .I
Latin American Studies
Nancy Naveaux Si;lncnezV"
.
/
Special Education
Sam V. sanchez~.1t \ ~o.... CSc...v-..~ ~"5 D &.\: '__,
Elementary Education -

.,
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L

Josephine Ort~z Schrllev ~~
James M. Scott
Richard C. Scott
!
Belinda Byrd Sif ord~
Pam Slipyan
i
Linda Edward.S Smarrella I
Kathryn Nancy Stejs~al~
George Henry'Taac~
/
Timothy Mark Thomassen
Patricia MitchellI' (T:
veronica
Loyal Stanley Tinde.rrj Jr • .,
Jose Luis valderas~
Linda Suzanne Valverde

I
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-~~~Guidance'--------------
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velardeTille~
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Thomas Alan Goodman
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MASTER OF FINE ARTS

...

Art
Secondary Education
Secondary Education
Art
Guidance
Art
Anthropology
Special Education
Art Education
History
History
Spanish
Elementary Education
~-_.-

------

-: ...

.:I
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---- ----

DOCTOR'OF,EDUCATION
Major
Pupil Personnel Services
Curriculum & Instruction

Nicholas Vincent flbondy'/
Thad J. Mularz ./
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Kennet.h Wendell Andersen.1
Biology
George Louis ArChuleta~
History
Michael Elinar Berger/' .
Mechanical Engineering
Bruce Allen Black /
/
Geology
Jane Ann cahill B'iumenfeld
".
Ed: Pupil Personnel Services
David Boge~
Ed: Curriculum & Instruction
carl David carter
. I
Chemistry
Chen-Chi Peter Chanj\/'
Electrical Engineering
Chang-Ching Cheng~ .,
Electrical Engineering
Carol Marie COChyr
. an~
English
Leo Edward Coerver
Electrical Engineering
Phillip Dan Cook..
"
Chemistry
Jose E. Cordova~
/Ed: Pupil Personnel Services __ .,~.,_ .."
James Lewis Craig III
Ed: Educational Foundations -.
Edmond Graham Dealvi'
Geology
Lawrence Lloyd Diakerson
Psychology
carl Bruce Eichstaed
Ed: Curriculum & Instruction
Mimi Reisel G l a d s t e i n ; l , E n g l i s h
Alfred AnthO~YGrie~o ..
Ed: Admin1stration & Supervision
James Ivo Gr~esho~
Ed: Educational Foundations
Allan Jay Helselvl
American Studies
Regina Igela/'
/
Romance Languages
Father Brian ~ohn KellY~'
History
Ralph Anthony4Liguori~
~
Ed.: Educational Foundations
Nancy Bingham Mandlove _6..- _-:: - - ~
..
. .R0mance ~nguages
--_----.:.:...:-.-_--'---'--.--

I

I

y

e
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-.
Charlotte S~airl McC-Iurel'-Lewis Johh Oliver MCGil1
v.era Louise HughehNorwood. .
Louis Leon OIIivier, Jr.'
.
Ambrosio Jose orteg~
Karl Francis Ostling
.
.
Robert Kelly ParkeD~v..: Pc...v ~..s ~
Gnaneswaran ThiruRajjP.erinpanayagamv! .
David Dale Peterson~
Isabel Boiko price~/
Cleona Jean Rogers-r
John Rothfork..
Alice sandovaIJ
/
James Ernest'S9hroeder .
Fung-Win She~
/
Ethan Chandler Shumatev' / '
Earl Manuel Souza
.
Joseph Gerard vaninheuvel '.
Horace Allen Youngvf
Rosemarie Goecker Yoyng~
Albert: Edg~rd zun~/
Regan Lance Whitworth V
EII.en Louise Wijland/
Gail W. Zimmer{
'.
----~-

7

7:;

Englisn
Ed: CUrriculum & Instruction
American Studies
Ibero-American Studies
Ed: Administration & Supervision .,
.- _~:.;;.;..
Ed,:' Pupil Personnel Services
"Nuclear Engineering_ (\;;..- ~.-;.="-Ed: Educational Foundations
Psychology
History
Psychology
American Studies
Ed: CUrriculum & Instruction
Psychology
Biology
f'sychology
Ed: CUrriculum &Instruction
Ed: Pupil Personnel Services
Ed: Pupil Personnel Services
Ed:" Pupil Personnel Services
Chemistry
-Econorriics- "-Special Education
Special Education

.:

MASTER OF SCIENCE
Iftikhar Ali AbbaSiv!
Ted Loren Albersj /
David Ray Alexander
;"
Stephen Sylvester Baca
Roger Lawrence Baer/j
"
Richard Allan Barpes
Gary Alan Braden'
William Cain Brantley, Jr.
"William Charles Burd
Chun-Sheng Fu Chan~
"
Thomas John David';
/
Russell, Albert DeHaven
Marjorie Ann Joni DeVaney~
Sharon Ann Dixon
" "
Michael Lee DOrrington~1
Harvey Richard DuChene~
Robert Porter Forrest{ I
Craig Steven Goodknighbl
Ronda Pyeatt Gryniuk/
John Andrew Hamilton~
Gordon Jerome Hans1n/
Ray Lorain Hanson'j
Roger Donald Jo~es
Willi~ Mi~~ael Kenned¥...

j

j

J

Nuclear Engineering
Physics
Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Geology" "
Electrical Engineering
Chemistry
Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Biology
Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Communicative Disorders
Biology
Geology
"Electrical Engineering
Geology
Communicative Disorders
Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Chemistry
Mechanical Engineering
Physical Education

-

-

_0' _.,.

.. -.--,.

~
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1 ~1'
• f,..,

William Laurence--Kingl-Gordon James Kuhlmann/
Gary conra~
Chao-Lun Junmy Ma
/
William James MarShall'i
sherylfMelinda Mayfield
Gerald Thomas McIvory!
Javier Monserratwl.
August Frank Mosiman
Douglas Carl Newton/I
John Michael Romerov'
Merle Applebaum Rosenberg~
John Theodore Rundles~
.
Janet Ellen Shaynk
Paul Bruce Slac
'
Kyoo Yung Song . /
Gary L. Stetler.,/,'
Gary Lee Strong,.'"
./
Hans' Jacob Tau,sch, Jr."
/',
Benjamin EastOn Thurstonv
Edwin,_~:rner TuckerV'
Leo,

s/; ,
nj''

Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Physics•
.I
•
Computlng & Informatlon Science
Communicative Disorders
Communicative Disorders
Ci'vilEngineering
Nuclear Engineering
Civil Engineering
Nuclear Engineering
Physics
Communicative Disorders
Communicative Disorders
Communicative Disorders
Geology
, ChemicCil Engineering
Biology
Biology
Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering

...... ..,....,...

I

-,.Ji
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MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING.HOME ECONOMICS

I

Olga Hendrick Borden) / '
Braulia Mattos de Mello
Emily Sue Lawrence Martinez

Brenda Karen Gold McGee vi' /
Iris Jeanette Mathews Wilsey; /
I

·-·1,

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING INDUSTRIAL SUBJECTS
Richard Leo Salaz Herrera~
Craig Owen spreackerv!

Lloyd

R~ Tipton~

" I

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING MATHEMATICS
Richard Neil Curryl /
John Patrick Epler, Jr.
James William Lackeyv!;I
Joan Arden Mclntosh~

Lewis Ellsworth Akeley, Miller~
Barton Henry preston~
Sidney Alfred sanchez~

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING SPANISH
!
Diana Wattles BacaJ'
'I

Thomasina Carmen Hannum &1/
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Ang~

Edward Tan
/
Steven Dale Barnett
Michael Lloyd Brownvf~
John Francis Edwards{:-..-

Newton~

Douglas Carl
Rickford R. parker~f/'
Gregory Allen Ramsey!
....'-_ _- - - -__M_i_c_hael Francis Reagan ~

..

_.~--..,.

.. -::

/
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- - - - - -- ----7.M:-ax iIDilliano Mariano Sanchez"
--James KarJ.:-Perguson.//'-Leonard
Conrad Scalzi, Jr .,,/
Vivian Ellen Harr.is;.l .
Michael
Charles
Slot~!
Helen Klutcher Keevf
/
Michael Steven. smockV'j
Edward Nikolai Laughlin
Michael Thomas Solanvr
Richard Edgar Malitz.l
Harold Millan Stollerv'
' '
Roger Alan Marstony!
James Robert Tearnany! . ~
JO'seph Wasel Mazurkiewicz ",;Jerome Edward~ruskowsk~
Robert Elias MiahaeLu!
Mary Elaine Minetos/--- - --'

Jr~~

'..

MASTER OF INDUSTRIAL ADMINISTRATION
Oscar sanfOrdAyerS~
James Olin Collins,,/ ,
Walter Donald Hewitt
~

is ceo

E: 'C

Frank V.' Rucker'/' /
Claude Nance Weimer"

I
LG\..-t 3--",-)1\7 a. ~ -

'.f' ..,-

MASTER OF ARTS IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

T~an

- Gary
Larsh/.
/
Sandra Loraine York Larsh V

Augustine ChristobaIBaca\!
Victor Dowling Brockrnany!

Richard Paul

Bennett~

,MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE

MASTER OF MUSIC

~ggS

4fajor
Applied Music
, Composition
\, Composition

Robert D.
/
/'
A.Ian William sc~tz '
C. William Wachvi
'

•

illt was moved by Dr. Simms, seconded by Mr. Roberts, that the
list be approved subject to approval by the Faculty and SUbject
further to the candidates' completion of the necessary academic requirements. Carried.

* * * * * *
The Regents were informed that
Married Student Housing
only two bids had been received for
Construction Bids
construction of the married student
housing project, the lowest of these being a base bid of $3,664,579
submitted by Bradbury and Stamm. It was explained by President
Heady that this is $414,579 above the $3,250,000 in available
funds and that negotiation with the low bidder is limited to 5%

or

$168,000, still leaving a balance of $246,679. He sa~d that
the figure of $3,250,000 in available funds was achieved by reducing ~
the contingency fund from 5% to 2% and by reducing to $20,000
the amount to be used for the purchase of additional landscape
material. The negotiation with the low bidder, he noted, would
of necessity involve the substitution of cheaper materials and.
equipment but not a reduction in the number of units.

President Heady and Mr. Hooker pointed to a year's delay
, in reqeiving clearance from the Regional Office of the Department
of Housing and Urban Development and said that the present overage
just about equals the price escalation during the past year.
Mr. Perovich said that if the apartments were built at
the indicat~d cost, it would be necessary ta realize $400,000 in
gross annual revenue, iri addition ta the interest-subsidy grant,
in order to reach the break~even point. Including estimated
higher utility costs, he" 'said, .this would, mean, charging. an average
of $170 per. month for an unfurnished twO-bedroom apartment as
against an earlier estimated rent of $130. He estimated that the"
60 one-bedroom apartments would rent for $155-158, the 90 two. bedroom apartments for about $170 or a bit more, and the 50
three-bedroom apartments for $195.
The Regents heard from Stan Read, GSA president, Ray Schowers,
former GSA president, and Ross Perkal, ASUNM pre~ident, all of
whom ~xpressed a continuing need for married student housing
and urged the Regents to authorize construction. The Regents
also considered a memorandum from Acting Vice'President Karen
Glaser on behalf of the UNM Housing Committee. The memorandum
noted that the present occupancy rate of the residence halls is
low and suggested that the apartment project be abandoned and
that a portion of the funds designated for their construction
be used in a program of improving and upgrading the residence halls.
The Regents discussed the matter at some leng;th. Dr. S:tmms
contended that the University should compete with private enterprise only as a matter of necessity and that the Regents should
consider carefully before undertaking an expensive project for
the construction and management of apartments when campus residence
hails have many vacancies. Messrs. Horn, Jaramillo, and Roberts
maintained that the decision to build the apartments had been
made by the Regents more than a year ago and that nearly $150,000
had already been spent on the project. The need for the apartments
was still demonstrable, they said, and the only new factor to
be introduced was the overage on the construction bid. Dr. Simms
conceded that if a positive decision to build the apartments had'
already been made and announced by the Regents, it should not
be overturned at this time except for some drastic change in the
situation, particularly in the light of having already spent
$150,000 on the project.

~

1..5·{1

It was thereupon moved by Mr. Roberts, seconded by Mrs.
Mapel, that the Regents accept the low bid of Bradbury & Stamm,
sUbject to negotiation, and that construction commence at the
earliest opportunity. Carried. It was understood that there
would of necessity be revisions in the originally proposed
rate structure of the apartments.

* ** ***
$8 Million Building
Mr. Henslee informed the Regents
that: it would be necessary for them
And Improvement Bonds,
to rescind their action of November 9,
series 1974
at which time a bond resolution was
ladopted, and to approve additional resolutions at this time.
This, he said, was necessary in order to effect a change in
the interest-subsidy requirement, to change the bonds from Series
1973 to Series 1974, and to change the date of the bonds from
October ~ to April 1.
It was
Mapel, that
November 9,
Improvement

thereupon moved by Mr. Roberts, seconded by Mrs.
the Regents rescind their two resolutions adopted

1973, with respect to the $8 million Building and
Bonds, Series 1973. Carried.

WHEREAS on November 9, 1973 this Board of Regents of the
University of New Mexico adopted the resolutions hereinafter mentioned
authorizing the issuance and directing the advertisement for sale of
$8,000,000 Building and Improvement Bonds, Series 1973; and
vlliEREAS it has been determined that instead of the bonds
prescribed by said resolutions there shall be issued $

Building'

and Improvement Bonds, Series 1974.
NOW, THEREFORE, Be It Resolved By The Regents of the
University of New Mexico that there are hereby repealed and rescinded
those two

(~)

resolutions adopted by The Regents of the University

of New Mexico on November 9, 1973 bearing the following captions:
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A RESOLUTION providing for the
acquisit~on and construction of
a project consisting of certain
buildings, facilities, improvements, alterations, additions
and extensions, including necessary land, furnishings and equipment, for the University of New
rJIexico, authorizing the issuance
of $8,000,000 Building and Improvement Bonds, Series 1973, for the
purpose of paying the cost thereof,
providing for the sale of such
bonds, providing for the payment
of principal of and interest on
such bonds and entering into certain
covenants and agreements in that
connection.
A RESOLUTION authorizing the giving of
notice of the sale of $8,000,000 Building
and Improvement Bonds, Series 1973, of
The Regents of the University of New Mexico.
This ~esolution shall be effective immediately upon its
adoption.
Adopted and approved this

ATTEST:

day of

- - - - - - - - , 1974.

President

Secretary

------------------

Mr. Roberts then moved approval of the following resolution,
the motion being seconded by Mrs. Mapel and carried:
A RESOLUTION providing for the acquisition and construction
of a project consisting of certain bUildings, facilities, improvements, alterations, additions and extensions, including
necessary land, furnishings and equipment, for the University
of New Mexico, authorizing the issuance of $8,000,000 Building
and Improvement Bonds, Series 1974, for the purpose of paying
the cost thereof, providing for the sale of such bonds, proViding

Pen

the payment of principal of and interest on such bonds
and entering 'into certain covenants and agreements in
that connection.
--_.

---

-------

._-

._-

._--

--._-

. WHEREAS The Regents of the University of New Mexico has
debermined it to be necessary to acquire and construct a project
consisting of buildings, facilities, improvements, alterations,
additions and extensions, including furnishings and equipment,
consisting primarily of buildings and facilities to be used for
classrooms, lecture buls, student apB'r'tments, medical offices, for
improvements and extensions to the utility system of the University,
the remodeling and renovating of existing facilities and buildings,
and the acquisition and improvement of all land necessary and convenient for such project, and have estimated the cost thereof and

e~.

_.

~ave d-e~e~:ne~ _~t_to

be advisable to finance part of such cost by

issuing its bonds pursuant to authority contained in Article 29 of
Chapter 73, New Mexico Statutes Annotated, 1953 Compilation, as
amended; and
WHEREAS on November 27, 1964 The Regents of the University
of New Mexico adopted a resolution entitled:
"A RESOLUTION providing for the ac~ulring
and constructing of buildings, facilities,
improvements, alterations, additions and
extensions, including fur~ishings and
equipment, for the University of New Mexico,
authorizing the issuance of $23,500,000
Refunding and Improvement Bonds of The
Regents of the University of New Mexico,
for the purpose of paying the cost thereof
and providing funds for the purpose of refunding $15,773,000 bonds now outstanding
of The Regents of the University of New Mexico,
making provisions for the sale of such bonds,
and providing for the payment of principal
of and interest on such bonds and entering
into certain covenants and agreements in
that connection,"

_

and in such resolution created a fund therein referred to as "The
Re~ents

of the University of New Mexico Bond Service Fund" from

which the bonds authorized in said resolution are payable and in
saip resolution made provision for the issuance of additional parity
bonds in the future, payable from the Bond Service Fund in the
manner and subject to the restrictions contained in said resolution;
and
WHEREAS it is desired to authorize and issue the bonds
now to be issued in such manner that they will be payable from the
Bond Service Fund on a parity with the aforesaid Refunding and Improvement Bonds, issued pursuant to said resolution of November 27,
1964, with $8,500,000 Building and Improvement Bonds, Series 1966,
issued pursuant to a resolution adopted on September 21, 1966, with
th~

$2,803,000

Buildin~

Bonds of 1968, Series A, issued pursuant to

a resolution adopted on rlfay 10, 1969, and with the $6,000,000
~tf·'·'::'·

~~

~--_,y _ . _ . ~_.

.;_~_

Building and Improvement Revenue Bonds; Serf~s 1971, issued pursuant
to resolution adopted on October 23, 1971, and which will be in all
respects secured as provided in said resolution of November 27, 1964;
and
WHEREAS it is now desired to make the facilities to be
constructed and acquired in part with the proceeds of such bonds,
part of the System as defined in said resolutIon

o~

November

and to make all facilities which are to be a part of the

27~.

Syst~m

subject to the 'requirements ot Article IV of the resolution of
November 27, 1964; and

1964

1.58

WHEREAS it is provided in subsection 6.0822 of the resolution of November 27,

1964~

that if The Regents in authorizing the

issuance of additional bonds payable from the Bond Service Fund
ettablished in said resolution, shall validly pledge and provide
fQr payment into the Bond Service Fund revenues other than those
pledged to the Bond Service FUQd in Article IV of the resolution of
November 27, 1964, the amount received by the University from such
additional pledged source of reYenue in-each of the two completed
fiscal years immediately preceding the issuance of the additional
bond$ may be taken into
purposes of

makin~

consider~tion

and added to the revenues for

the computations required for ths issuance of

parity bonds pursuant to the provisions of subsection 6.082 of the
reso~ution

of November

27~

1964; and

WHEREAS Section 73-29-14, New Mexico Statutes Annotated,
1953 Compilation, was amended by Chapter 49, Laws of New Mexico,

1969, to permit The Regents to pledge as security for its bonds
the. proceeds of payments

~eceived

or to be received by The Regents

or any institution under its control from the United States, or
any

of

its agencies, whetner received as

including but not limited

t~

grant~

or otherwise,

payments received pursuant to Public
•

__

J

_ '__

"'~

_-_--::-

••.

_.~,• •

Law 90-448 and any amendments thereto, and authorized The Regents
to enter into agreements with the United states whereby it or an
institutio~

and;

under its control is to receive and apply such paYments;

1.59
WHEREAS on behalf of the University, The Regents, under
date of

, 1974, has entered into a Grant Agreement

with the Department of Housing and Urban Development of the
United States of America in connection with a portion of the
project to be acquired with the proceeds of bonds herein authorized,
pursuant to which Grant Agreement a debt service grant is to be
made to the University in equal semi-annual payments, beginning
with the first interest payment date of the bonds herein authorized
to be issued following the date of the initial occupancy of the
portion of the facilities of the project for which said grant is
being made, and pursuant to the provisions of Section 73-29-14,
New Mexico Statutes Annotated, 1953 Compilation, as amended, and
the provisions of subsection 6.0822 of the Resolution of November

27, 1964, The Regents is authorized to pledge to the payment of
the bonds the proceeds of grants of funds or other aid received

:e

or to be received from the United States of America pursuant to
agreements entered into between The Regents and the United States
of America, and it is desired to provide for the deposit of the
proceeds of such annual interest grants received from the United
States Department of Housing and Urban Development into the Bond
Service Fund created pursuant to said Resolution of November 27,

1964; and

•

1.60

•

~,

THEREFORE, Be It Resolved by The Regents of the

University of New Mexico, as follows:
ARTICLE I
Definft"ions
That as used herein the following terms shall have the
following

meanin~s

1.01

unless the context otherwise clearly requires:

"The University of New Mexico" and "University"

shall mean the state edu~~tional institution as so confirmed by
Section 11 of Article XII of the New Mexico Constitution, as
amended.

_______ . _ . _ . L

1.61

----- ---------1.0-5' ,- "BortdS"
1.06

•

.

shall mean the bonds herein authorized.

"Fiscal year" shall mean the twelve-month period

beginning on July 1 of each year and ending on June 30 of the next
succeeding year.
1.07

"Project" shall mean the buildings, facilities,

improvements, alterations, additions and extensions, inclUding
furnishings and equipment, consisting primarily of buildings,

:
L

facilities, improvements, alterations, additions and extensions,
including furnishings and equipment, consisting primarily of
R-l
-~-

------,._------

---------------:---

- -"- ' - - - ------=-------,-.,.

-'" -

buildings and facilities to be used for classrooms, lecture halls,
student apartments, medical offices, for improvements and extensions
to the utility system of the University, the remodeling and renovating of existing facilities and buildings, and the acquisition and
and convenient therefor, to be
.improvement of all. lartdrtecessary
- .
~

acquired and constructed in part with the proceeds of the bonds
herein authorized.
1.08

"Resolution of November 27, 1964" shall mean the

resolution authorizing the issuance of $23,500,000 Refunding and
Improvement Bonds, dated February 1, 1965, of The Regents adopted
on November 27, 1964.
1.09

"1965 Bonds" shall mean the $23,500,000 Refunding

and Improvement Bonds of The Regents of the University of New Mexico,
authorized by the Resolution of November 27, 1964, now' outstanding
in the amount of $--------..,..--

._-~----.

1.62

•

-1.10

"1966 Bonds" shall mean the $8,500,000 Buildirig and

Improvement Bonds, Series 1966, of The Regents authorized by resolution adopted on August 18, 1966, issued on a parity with the
1965 Bonds and now outstanding in the amount of $
1.11

_

"1968 Bonds" shall mean the $2,803,000 Building

Bonds of 1968, Series A, of The Regents authorized by resolution
adopted on May 10, 1969, issued on a parity with the 1965 Bonds
and the 1966

~onds

1:..:11.

and now outstanding in the amount of $

---------

"":1971 Bonds" shall mean the $6, 000, 000 Building

and Improvement Bonds, Series 1971, of The Regents authorized by
resolution adopted on October 23, 1971, issued on a parity with the
19 6 5 Bo~ds, the - 1966 Bonds and tfie- 1968 Bonds and now outstanding
irt the amount of $

---------

~

"Outstanding Bonds" shall mean, collectively, such

of the 1965 Bonds, the 1966 Bonds, 1968 Bonds and 1971 Bonds as on
J~·l1Y__ P~rt~9_ular

date
are outstanding and unpaid. -_ -

- -. __ ._-

~

...

---------~----------- ~---

"Parity B01'10s" shall mean any bonds hereafter issued
I

on a parity with the bonds herein authorized and all bonds hereto,

fore or hereafter issued on a parity with the 1965 Bonds pursuant to
and in accordance with the instructions and conditions set forth in
Se~t1on 6.082 of the Resolution of November 27, 1964

1.15

"System" shall mean the facilities initially estab-

1isbed and defined in Section 4.011 of the Resolution of November 27,
1964, and consisting of all housing facilities and other buildings,
structures and facilities from the use and availability of which

•

revenue is produced, present and future, owned or operated by :the

jJ;3
University,

exclud~ng

lution by The

R~gents

any facilities constructed pursuant to resodeclaring that such facilities shall not become

part of the System, but including the Project to be acquired with
the proceeds of the Bonds herein authorized.
1.16

"Bond Service Fund" shall mean the fund known as

"The Regents of the University of New Mexico Bond Service Fund" as
defined and established in Article IV of the Resolution of
November 27, 1964.
1.17

"Renewal and Replacement Reserve Account" shall

mean the account as defined and established in Section 4.04 of the
Resolution of November 27, 1964.
1.18 "Annual Interest Grants" shall mean, collectively,
the aggregate of the equal payments to be paid annually or semiannually to The Regents pursuant to grant agreements by the
United States Department of Housing and Urban Development or its
successor, by the United States Department of Health, Education and
. Welfare, or its successor, or any other agency or instrumentality
of the United States, within the meaning of the provisions of
Section 73-29-14, New Mexico Statutes Annotated, 1953 Compilation,
as amended, for deposit into the Bond Service
-

~---------

~d

commencing at or

---

after the first interest payment date on an issue of bonds
following the date of the initial occupancy or use of the project
acquired with the proceeds of such issue of bonds, including,
without limitation, the $35,005 annual interest grant pursuant to
Annual Interest Grant Agreement dated February 24, 1972, between

:.

~1!
__
1.0

the University and the United states Department of Health, Education and Welfare, pledged
to the payment of the outstanding Bonds
,
pursuant to resolution adopted by The Regents on

,

1972, and the payments to be made to the University by the
United states Department of Housing and Urban Development pursuant
to that certain Grant Agreement executed under date of

_

_____, 1974, by and between The Regents, on behalf of the
University, and the United states of America, Secretary of Housing
and Urban Development, for and in connection with the bonds herein
authorized.

The amount of the Debt Service Grant to be paid
,,

pursuant to the Grant Agreement dated
fixed initially at $

---------,

1974, is

annually, but, as provided in

said Grant Agreement, is subject to adjustment and modification
pursuant to the Terms and Conditions as attached to and made a
part of said Grant Agreement .

. 1.19

"Depository" shall mean Albuquerque National

Bank, in Albuquerque, New

Mexico~

so appointed in Section 1.10 of

the Resolution of November 27, 1964, or such successor depository
as may hereafter be appointed pursuant to the provisions of the
Resolution of November 27, 1964.

1.65

-------

---

---

------------

ARTICLE II
Bond Details
2.01

That the Board of Regents, by affirmative vote of

a majority of its members, hereby determines that it is necessary
to construct and acqUire the Project pupsuant to· pians and· speciflcatl0':l~ therefor now onf'ile in the office of the board, all of which

Ph:.Ject shall be for purposes for which all of the revenues pledged .
to the Bond Service Fund may legally be expended.
2.02

That for the purpose of paying part of the cost of

constructing and acquiring the Project, and for the purpose of paying all legal, architectural, engineering, fiscal and other expenses
properly incidental thereto and to the issuance of the bonds, as
may properly be payable from the proceeds of such bonds, and that
to evidence the sum so borrowed and in anticipation of the collection of such revenues, there be issued the negotiable revenue bonds
of The Regents of the University of New Mextco in the total principal
amount of $8,000,000.

It is hereby ,found and

determin~d

that the

income, revenues and fees pledged to the payment of such bonds will
produce sufficient revenues to repay such bonds in full as to both
principal and interest at the times principal and interest fall due
thereon under the provisions

or

this resolution.

---------=~~==--=:~~~=-::-=-:=----:::-::~~~:;::-:~~-----

2.03

That the bonds shall be known as

*~uilding

and

Improvement Bonds, Series 1974", shall be dated April 1, 1974,
shall be in the denomination of $5,000,each, shall be numbered 1 to
1600, inclusive, and shall be payable as to both principal and
interest at Albuquerque National Bank, in the City of Albuquerque,
New Mexico, or at the option of the holder, at such bank as shall

1rr.
be fixed at the time the bonds are sold.

The bonds shall bear

interest not exceeding eight per cent (8%) per annum

~rom

date until

paid at a rate or rates to be determined at the time of the sale
thereof, which'iinterest shall be payable October 1,1974, and semiannually thereafter on April 1 and October 1 of each year, and
interest falling due on and prior to maturity shall be payable only
upon presentation of appropriate interest coupons to be attached
to each bond.

The bonds shall mature as to principal serially in

numerical order on October 1 of each year as follows:
BOND NUJI'lBERS
1
26
46
66
86
III

141
171
206
236
266
296
401
551
701
861
1031
12ll
1401

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

25
45
65
85
110
140
170
205
235
265
295
400
550
700
860
1030
1210
1400
1600

-

AMOUNT

YEAR

$125,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
125,000
150,000
150,000
175,000
150,000
150,000
150,000
525,000
750,000
750,000
800,000
850,000
900,000
950,000
1,000,000

1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
-

-

Bonds numbered 266 to 16oo~ inclusive, shall be subject
to redemption at the option of The Regents on October 1, 1983, and
on any interest payment date thereafter in inverse numerical order
at the principal amount thereof, plus accrued interest to the date
fixed for redemption and a premium of three per cent (3%) of the

1.67
principal amount of each bond so redeemed on or before October 1,

:e
I

1986 and a premium of two per cent (2%) of the principal amount of
each bond so redeemed thereafter prior to maturity.

Notice of any

intended redemption shall be given not less than thirty (30) days
prior to the date fixed for redemption by publication of an appropriate notice one time in a financial newspaper or journal published
in the City of New York, New York, and sent by registered mail to
the paying agents for the bonds.

If any bond so called for redemp-

tion is registered as to principal, like notice shall be given by
registered mail addressed to the registered holder at the address
shown on the Registrar's books.

If all bonds called for redemption

at anyone time are registered as to principal, notice by publication need not be given.

No failure to give any such notice or any

defect therein or in the mailing thereof shall affect' the validity
of the proceedings for the redemption of any of the bonds to be so
redeemed.
2.04

That the bonds shall be signed by the President of

The Regents by his facsimile signature, shall be attested by the
Secretary thereof, and shall have printed thereon the facsimile of
the corporate seal of The Regents.

Interest on the bonds falling

due on and prior to maturity shall be represented by appropriate
interest coupons to be attached thereto, which coupons shall be
executed by the facsimile signatures of said President and Secretary.
2.05

That the bonds shall be registrable as to principal

on books to be kept for such purpose by the Vice President for

!

Business and Finance of the University, as Registrar, in the manner
and with the effect more specifically provided in the form of bond

~

set out in Section 2.06 hereof.
2.06

That the bonds and the coupons to be thereto

attached, and the endorsements to appear on the back thereof, shall
be in substantially the following form:
(Form of Bond)
o UNITED STATE OF AMEnICA
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
BUILDING AND IMPROVEMENT BOND, SERIES 1974
Number

---KNOW ALL r1EN BY THESE

$5,000
PRESE~~S,

that The Regents of the

University of New Mexico, a body corporate under the Constitution
and laws of the State of New Mexico, hereby acknowledges itself
owe and for value received promises to pay to bearer, or if

~D

th~s

bond is registered as to principal, then to the registered owner
hereof, solely from the revenues hereinafter recited, the sum of
Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000) on the first day of October, 19__,
and to pay interest thereon from the date hereof until paid, solely
from said revenues, at the rate of

_ _ _ _ per cent <

%)

per annum, payablE October '~l'," 19)~1f!,:':'3nd se~lIo'1,,:,?:pn.uall$y thereafter on
April 1 and October 1 of each year, and aB to interest falling due
on and prior to maturity, only upon surrender of the interest
coupons hereto attached as they severally become due.

Principal

of and interest on this bond are payable in lawful money of the
United States of America at Albuquerque National

Ban~,

in the City

of Albuquerque, New Mexico, or at the option of the holder at
_________'_'_'_'_'

, in the City of

, .

~69

•

170

•

Subject to any rights existing in the holders of the bonds
refunded by the Refunding and 'Improvement Bonds, dated February 1,

1965, of The Regents of the University of New Mexico, pending the
payment of such refunded bonds, this bond and the issue of which it
is one, together with any bonds which have been heretofore and any
bonds which may be hereafter issued on a parity herewith under the
-

,

provisions of the aforesaid resolutions, are payable from "The
Regents of the University of New Mexico Bond Service Fund" established in Article IV of the above described resolution of November

27,

196~

into which fund are to be paid, to the extent necessary,

the gross revenues received from the operation of all revenue producing facilities of The Regents, including the facilities to be
acquired with the proceeds of the issue of bonds of which this bond
is one, the gross proceeds of the collection of student fees, the
gross income from the Permanent Fund and the Income and Current Fund
of The Regents, and certain other revenues derived from sources
other than ad valorem taxation, including certain grants of the
United States Government or its agencies, all as more particularly
set forth in said resolutions, and, to the extent of the money in
or payable into said fund, the full faith and credit of The Regents
of the University of New Mexico are hereby pledged to the prompt
payment of principal of and interest on this bond and the issue of
which it is a part as such principal and interest become due.
Bonds numbered 266 to 1600, inclusive, are subject to_
redemption at the option of The Regents on October It 1983, and on
any interest payment date thereafter in inverse numerical order at

the principal amount thereof, plus accrued interest to the date
fixed for redemption and a premium of three per cent (3%) of the
principal amount of each bond so redeemed on or before October 1,
1986, and a premium of two per cent (2%) of the prtncipal amount
of each bond so redeemed thereafter prior to maturity.

Notice of

any intended redemption is to be given not less than thirty (30)
days prior to the date fixed for redemption by publication of an
appropriate notice one time in a financial

newspape~

or journal

published in the City of New York, New York, and sent by registered
mail to the paying agents for the bonds.

If any bond so called for

redemption is registered as to principal, like notice 1s to be given
by registered mail addressed to the registered holder at the address
shown on the Registrar's books.

If all bonds called for redemption

at anyone time are registered as to principal, notice by publication need not be given.

No failure to give any such notice or any

defect therein or in the mailing thereof shall affect the validity
of the proceedings for the redemption of any of the bands to be so
redeemed.
This bond is not an indebtedness of the State of New Mexico
or the

Unive~sity

of New Mexico or The Regents thereof, but is a

special obligation payable solely from the aforesaid revenues.
It is hereby certified and recited that all acts, conditions and things required to be done precedent to and in the issuance of this bond have been properly done, happened and performed
in regular and due form as required by law, and that The Regents of
--------------------

'.

1.72

.---

the University of New Mexico have agreed and do hereby agree to fix,
impose and collect charges for the use of its revenue producing
buildings and facilities and student fees for the use and availability of its buildings and facilities fully sufficient, in conjunction
;>':'--

w1th the other revenues pledged to the payment of this bond, to
assure the prompt payment of principal of and interest on this bond
and the other bonds of the issue of which it is one and any bonds
heretofore and hereafter issued on a parity herewith, promptly as
such principal and interest become due.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, The Regents of the

Unive~sity

of

New Mexico have caused this bond to be signed by the President
thereof by his facsimile signature and attested by the Secretary

4It

thereof and the facsimile of the corporate seal thereof to be
printed hereori-, and

t~he interest -coupons heret-~ attached to be Signed----.i

by the facsimile signatures of said officials, all as of this first
day of April, :L974. •

(Facs"inil1e Signature)

Attest:

Secretary
(FACSIMILE SEAL)

•

• I...

.'

·1.73

(Form of Coupon)
Number

-----

$--, 19__, unless the

On the first day of

hereinafter mentioned bond is then callable for redemption and has
been so called and provision for the payment thereof duly made,
The Regents of the University of New Mexico will pay to bearer the
amount shown hereon at Albuquerque National Bank, in the City of
Albuquerque, New Mexico, or at the option of the holder at
in the City of

~_~,

____________ , solely from the revenues mentioned in and for the
interest then due on its Building and Improvement Bond, Series 197Y 1
dated April 1, 1974,_and numbered

President
Attest:

•

.

1,.

,

(Pr'bVislon fOrlie~is'tration)
The within bond may be registered as to principal on the
books to be kept for such purpose by the Vice President for Business
and Finance of the University of New Mexico, as Registrar, upon
presentation hereof

~o

such Registrar, who shall make notation of

__
s u_ch_ _r_e_g_i_s_t_r_a_t_i_o_n_o_n---:...h-i-s_b_O_o_k_s_a_n_d_ _i_n-:-t_h_e_~_r_e_g_i_s_t~r._.a_t_i_o_n_b_l_a_n_k_b,---e_l_O_W_,

!

e

e-------------

and this bond may thereafter be transferred only upon written assign-

ment of the

registe~ed

owner or his attorney thereunto duly author-

acknow1ed~ed

ized, duly

or proved, which transfer shall be made on

such books and endorsed hereon by the Registrar.

If so registered,

this bond may thereafter be transferred to bearer and thereby transferability by
delivery shall be restored, but this bond shall again
.. \Yo

.~_

be subject to successive registration and transfers as before.

The

principal of this bond, if registered, unless registered to bearer,
shall be payable only to the registered owner or his legal representative.

Notwithstanding the registration of this

bo~d

as to

principal, the coupons shall remain payable to bearer and shall continue to be transferable by delivery.
Date of
Registration

In Whose
Name Registered
-

.·
·
.·

Signature of
Registrar

......

"

"

.."

"

."

"

ARTICLE III
" "Sa:leOf Bonds
3.01

That the bonds shall be sold to the highest,and

best bidder at public sale pursuant to notice of sale to be given
as hereafter by resolution provided.
3~02

So much of the proceeds of the sale of the bonds

as represents accrued interest shall at the time of the delivery of
the bonds be paid into the Bond Service Fund, and from the remainder

175
of said bond 'proceeds so much as is then due and owing for engineering, legal, fiscal and other incidental expenses and costs properly
payable from bond proceeds shall be applied to the payment thereof
and the remainder shall be deposited with
_________________ Bank of '_._'_._'_'

, New Mexico, in a sep-

arate construction fund to be used and paid out only for the specific purposes for which the bonds are issued, and any amount left
after constructing and acquiring the project shall be deposited into
the Bond Service Fund.

The President and Secretary are hereby auth-

orized to do all things necessary in connection with the depositing
of such funds.
3.03

That the principal proceeds of the sale of said

bonds shall be devoted to and used with due diligence for the completion of the facilities for which said bonds are hereby authorized
to be issued.
(1)

The Regents represent and certify that:
the University has heretofore incurred or,

within six months after delivery of the bonds expects
to incur, a substantial binding obligation with respect
to said facilities; said binding obligation comprising

-------------------------------,
in the amount of not less than $200,000;
(2)

The Regents expect that over 85% of the spend-

able proceeds of said bonds (including investment' proceeds) will be expended on or before April 1, 1977

,

for the purpose of paying the cost of said facilities,
said date being within three years following the date
i'

I

of issue of said bonds;

t76
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(3)

work on the said facilities is expected to

proceed with due diligence to completion;
(4)

said~ac11ities have not been and are not

expected to be sold or otherwise disposed of in whole
or in part prior to the last maturity of said bonds;
(5)

all of the principal proceeds of the bonds

are needed for the purposes stated in the form of bond
above set out, including expenses incidental to such
purpose and to the issuance of the bonds; and

(6)

to the best of the knowledge and belief of

The Regents there are no facts, estimates or circumstances that would materially change the conclusions
and representations set out in this section.
The Regents also certify and further covenant with the
purchasers and holders of said bonds from time to time outstanding
that so long as any of said bonds remain outstanding, moneys on
deposit in any fund or account in connection with said bonds, whether
or not such moneys were derived from the proceeds of the sale of
said bonds or from any other sources, will not be used in a manner
which will cause such bonds to be "arbitrage bonds" within the
meaning of Section 103(d) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as
amended, and any lawful regulations promulgated or proposed thereunder, including Sections 1.103-13 and 1.103-14 of the Income Tax
Regulations (26 CFR Part 1), as the same presently exist, or may
from time to time hereafter be amended, supplemented or revised.
The Regents reserve the right, however, to make any investment of

"J"7,
.J.."

such moneys permitted by state law if, when and to the extent that
said Section 103(d) or regulations promulgated thereunder shall be
repealedpr relaxed or shall be held void by final decision of. a
court

o~

competent jurisdiction, but only if any investment made by

i---

-

----

- - - .. ------. - - - - ' - - , -

---c---

virtue of such repeal, relaxation or decision would not, in the
opinion of counsel of recognized competence in such matters, result
in making the interest on said bonds subject to federal income taxation.

ARTICLE IV
'Flo'w of Ftinds
4.01

That pursuant to the provisions of Section 73-29-14,

New Mexico Statutes Annotated, 1953 Compilation, as amended, and
the provisions of subsection 6.0822 of the Resolution of November 27,
1964, the proceeds of all Annual Interest Grants are hereby expressly
required to be paid into the Bond Service Fund created by the said
Resolution of November 27, 1964, and the proceeds of which Annual
Interest Grants are hereby pledged to the payment of all Bonds and
Parity Bonds payable from said Bond Service Fund.
4.02

That the Bonds herein authorized shall constitute

Parity Bonds under the provisions of the Resolution of November 27,
1964, and shall be paid as to principal and interest from the Bond
Service Fund created by the Resolution of November 27, 1964, on a
full parity with and in all respects as prOVIded in said resolution
for the payment of principal of and interest on the Outstanding

;~
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~

Bonds.

Payments hereafter made into the Bond

~ervlce-Fund

created

by the Resolution of November 27, 1964 shall take into account the
isstiance of the Bonds herein authorized and shall be increased accordin1y as provided in Article IV of the Resolution of November 27,
Th~ payments to be made hereafter into the reserve account

1964.

portion of the Bond Service Fund shall be made in quarterly instalJ.ments o,f·

~:t

least
$30,000 each. to be paid into said account so as
.
,

to result 'in accumulating in the reserve account by April 1, 1979,
'of an amount not less than the higher of (i) $3~500,000 or (ii) the
amount of the highest;~ture annual principal and interest requirements of the Outstanding Bonds and the &-nds herein authorized.
4.03

---- .--

-

---

It is hereby provided that where the word "bonds"

is used in the'Reso1ution of November 27, 1964 such word shall be
understood to refer to all Bonds and Parity Bonds payable from the
Bond Service Fund, all rights, privileges and powers vested in the
holders of bonds under the terms of said resolution are understood
c

to be vested in the holders of the Bonds herein authorized, and all
such rights, privileges and powers are hereby expressly reaffirmed
and vested in the holders from time to time of the Bonds herein
authorized.

All of the covenants and agreements made with the

bondholders in Articles IV, V and VI of the'Reso1ution of November

27, 1964 are hereby expressly recognized and declared to be applicable to the holders from time to time of the Bonds herein authorized
and all references to "bonds" and "the bonds" appearing in said

•

sections are' recognized and declared to be applicable to all bonds
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payable from the Bond Service Fund, including the Bonds herein authorized.

The provisions of this resolution may be modified in the

manner provided in Article V of the Resolution of November 27, 1964,
for the modification of that resolution.

Any modification of this

resolution shall be subject to the restrictions contained in said
Article V and shall be approved by the holders of the same percentage
of bonds as is required for modification of the Resolution of
November 27, 1964.
4 ..04

That immediately after the issuance of any of the

Bonds herein authorized, a certified copy of this resolution shall
be filed by the Secretary with the Depository of the Bond Seryice
Fund, together with a certificate by the Secretary that such Bonds
have been so issued and have become outstanding.
4.05

That The Regents hereby expressly find and deter-

mine that all conditions of Chapter 73, Article 29, New Mexico
Statutes Annotated, 1953 Compilation, as amended, upon the issuance
of the bonds herein authorized have been met and fulfilled.
4-.-06---That the amount to be accumurated and maintainea----in the Renewal and Replacement Reserve Account established in
Section 4.04 of the Resolution of November 27, 1964, shall be
increased to $800 , 000

.

In addition to any payments required to

be made into the Renewal and Replacement Reserve Account pursuant
to said Section 4.04, until there is on deposit in said account
the full amount herein required to be accumulated therein, payments
into the Renewal and Replacement Reserve Account shall be made.
in equal quarterly installments in the amount of $20,000,
beginning September 20, 1974, in each fiscal year on the dates
on which payments for principal and interest are required to be
made into the Bond Service Fund.

•

e:

4.07

Whenever any expenditure is made from the

" ····:t8o-

reserve account in the Bond Service Fund or from the Renewal

. and Replacement Reserve Account, The Regents shall replenish
such account by the full amount of each such expenditure
through additional quarterly payments, each of which shall equal
at least one-twentieth of the amount of such expenditure •
..

_-_._--------

ARTICLE V
CoVe"nants and Unde"rt"akings
5.01

That in addition to the covenants and agreements

contained in Article VI of the Resolution of November 27, 1964, The
Regents hereby covenant and agree as in this Article provided with
respect to the Annual Interest Grants, and such covenants as herein
contained are expressly recognized and declared to be applicable to
the holders from time to time of the Bonds herein authorized and all
•

as amended, and in order to reduce the debt service on the bonds to
which such Annual Interest Grants are applicable thereby relieving
students and other users of the facilities of the obligation of
paying rates, fees and charges represented by the amount of the
debt service on such bonds attributable to the Annual Interest
Grants, The Regents may enter into grant or other agreements with
the United States for the payment of Annual Interest Grants which
grants shall as received be deposited into the Bond Service Fund.
-

_._-.

-------~

.~.
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5~,d3.

That The Rep;ents wIil not comm,i t nor cause t'6 he
:~

)

.

\

committed any act or action, Or fail to commit or fail to cause to
be

committ~d

•

any act or action, which shall violate the provisions

of any Grant Agreement executed bY The Regeilts on behalf of the
University with the United States of America, including the Terms
ahd Conditions, and special Conditions, if any, attached thereto,
and that annually or semiannually, as the case may be, following the
date of the initial occupancy of a project to be acquired with the
proceeds of bonds as to which there is an Annual Interest Grant the
Chief Financial Officer of the University will file with the designated authority of the United States a requisition, in form satisfactory to the government, for the next annual or semi-annual payment of the Annual Interest Grant, together with all necessary
recitals.

As received from time to time

~he

proceeds of the Annual

Interest Grants shall be deposited 'in the Bond Service Fund and
shall be devoted only to purposes herein provided for the use of
moneys from time to time in the Bond Service Fund, without distinction as to source.
ARTICLE VI
Miscellaneous
6.01

That prior to the issuance of any bonds authorized

herein, the Secretary-Treasurer of The Regents shall give written
notice of the intention of The Regents to issue such bonds, to the
Board of Finance of the State of New Mexico and to the Board of
Educational Finance of the State of New Mexico, together with a copy

e

-----------~------------:
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of this resolution and any supplemental showings or materials which
may be required by the Board of Finance and the Board of Educational
Finance and none of the bonds shall be issued until the State Board
of Finance and the Board of Educational Finance shall have issued
such approvals as are required by law.
6.02

That if anyone or more provisions of this resolu-

tion or the application thereof to any set of circumstances or the
pledge of anyone or more sources of revenue hereunder shall ever be
held by final decision of a court of competent jurisdiction to be
-

.

-

-- --

- -

-- -- -

invalid or ineffective for any reason, such holding
the validity and

enf~oeability of

---

shal~

--

~

not affect

---_.. ~~

the remaining provisions and

pledges herein contained or the application of such remaining provisions to other circumstances.
,

That all resolutions or parts thereof in conflict
herewith be and the same are, to the extent of such conflict, hereby
repealed and that this resolution shall become effective immediately
I

upon its adoption.
Adopted and approved this

.

day of _ _ _ _ _ , 1974 ..

President
Attest:

Secretary

---I
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Mr. Roberts then moved approval of the following additional
resolution relative to the notice of sale of the bonds, with such
notice planned for February 28, 1974. The motion was seconded
by Dr. Simms and carried.
---------------------- ----

A~SOLUTId~ authorizing the giving of

n6~ce

of the sale of $8,000,000 Building
and Improvement Bonds, Series 197~1 of
The Regents of ' the University of New Mexico.

***
'BE

if**

***

I! 'RES-oLVED by The Regents of the University of

New Mexico, as follows:
Sec·t·lor} 1.

The Regents of the University of New Mexico

shall offer its $8,000,000 Building and Improvement Bonds, Series

1974, for pUblic sale on the
1974.

----- day

of

,

The President and Secretary are hereby authorized and

directed to give such notice of said sale as they shall determine,
including but not limited to notifying newspapers and periodicals,
or advertising therein, or both, and the distribution among investment bankers and others of a bond brochure or prospectus relating
to said bonds.

The Official Notice of Bond Sale shall be in sub-

stantial1y the following form:
---------- - - - - f

v

OFFICIAL NOTICE OF BOND SALE
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
$8,000,000 BUILDING AND Ir~PROVEMENT BONDS, SERIES 1974
Notice is hereby given that sealed bids will be received

by The Regents of the University of New Mexico at the Student Council Room in the Student Union Building at the University of New,
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e-

----

---~:t,_·

Mexi~o ~n

01[.

Albuquerque, New Mexico, up to

.T.) on ________________, 197 4"

---

-------- - o'clock
.M.

-._--

---_._..•

for the purchase of $8,000,000

BUilding and Improvement Bonds, Series 1974, of The Regents of the
University of New Mexico •. Said bonds are dated April 1, 1974, ,
denominationo $5,000, are registrable as to principal and mature
serially on October 1 of each of the years and in the amounts as
follows:
AMOUNT

YEAR

$125,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
125,000
150,000
150,000.
175,000

1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

REDEHPTION:

AMOUNT
$150;000
150,000
150,000
525,000
750,000
750,000
800,000
850,000
900,000
950,000
1,000,000

YEAR
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

The bonds which mature after October 1, 1983,

are callable for redemption at the option of The Regents in inverse
numerical order'on that date and on any interest payment date thereafter at par and accrued interest to the date fixed for redemption
plus a premium of three per cent (3%) of the principal amount of
each bond so redeemed on or before October 1, 1986, and a premium
of 2% of the principal amount of each bond so redeemed prior to
maturity.
INTEREST RATES:

Bidders are to name the rate or rates of

interest, no one of which may exceed eight per cent (8%) per annUm.
Interest is payable october 1, 1974, and semiannually thereaftar.

1.85.
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!

Interest on each bond will be represented by a single coupon
falling due on each semi-annual interest payment date, all bonds
of the same maturity must bear a single rate of interest, and all
bonds must bear interest

throu~hout

their life.

Bidders may specify

not exceeding five different rates of interest in multiples of oneeighth or one-twentieth of 1% to be borne by the bonds, but the
highest rate shall not exceed the lowest rate by more than two
per cent (2%).
PLACES OF PAYMENT:

Principal and interest are payable

at Albuquerque National Bank in the City of Albuquerque, New Mexico,
or at the option or the holder, at a bank to be named by the successful bidder.
AWARD AND DELIVERY:

The bids received will be opened

and considered by the Regents at a meeting to be held on the above
date and hour at the above stated place, and the bonds will be
awarded to the bidder whose bid produces the lowest interest cost
to The Regents, computed from the date or the bonds to maturity,
after the deduction or premium, ir any.

Delivery, upon payment

in federal funds, is expected to be made on or about

-------,

197__ in any Federal Reserve Bank city designated by the purchaser
of the bonds.

The Regents will supply the printed bonds.

AUTHORITY:

Said bonds will be issued pursuant to the

Constitution and laws of New Mexico, including particularly
Article 29 of Chapter 73, New Mexico Statutes Annotated, 1953
(J,

Compilation, as amended, and pursuant to resolutions duly adopted
by The Regents of the University of New Mexico on November 27, 1964
and on

1.86
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facilities, improvements, alterations, additions and extensions,
including furnishinga and equipment, consisting primarily of
"buil.dings and fa.cill1;ies to be used for classroofus-,- l-ecture halls,
student
sys~

ap~s~medical or~ces,

for improvements to the utility

of the University, the remodeling and renovating of existing

facilities and buildings and for the completion, renovation' and
remodeling of existing buildings, including acquisition of all necessary land therefor.

Subject to any rights which may exist in the

holders of bonds refunded by the Refunding and ImproVement Bonds of
The Regents dated February 1, 1965, and for the payment of which
bonds a portion of the proceeds of said Refunding and Improvement
Bonds were invested and the investments escrowed in irrevocable trust,
said Building and Improvement Bonds, Series 1974, are, together with
the certain Refunding and Improvement Bonds, dated February 1, 1965,
certain Building and

Imp~vement

Bonds, Series 1966, certain Building

Bonds of 1968, Series A, and certain Building and Improvement Bonds,
Series 1971, now outstanding in the total principal
$
Bon~s,

amo~nt

of

, on a parity with which said Building and Improvement

Series 1974, are to be used in accordance with the provisions

of the Resolution of November 27, 1964 authorizing such Refunding and
Improvement Bonds, payable from the "The Regents of the University of
New Mexico Bond Service Fund" established by said resolution of
November 27, 1964 into which fund are to be paid, to the extent necessary, the gross revenues received from the operation of all revenue

187
producing facilities of The Regents, including the facilities to be

•

acquired with the proceeds of the bonds herein offered for sale
(except future facilities financed in such manner as not to become
subject to the aforesaid pledge) the gross proceeds of the collection
of student fees, the

~ross

income from the Permanent Fund and the

Income and Current Fund of The Regents and certain other revenues
derived from sources other than ad valorem taxation, including certain
grants of the United States Government or its agencies, all as more
particularly set forth in said resolution of November 27, 1964 and in
the resolution of

,

197~,

authorizing the issu-

ance of the bonds herein .offered for sale.
TAX EXEr1PT ST,ATUS:.
is expected to contain the

The approving opinion of bond counsel·

fol~owing

language:

"It is further our opinion that interest on said
bonds is exempt from federal income taxes under
presently existing law, regulations, decisions

returned.

Ie
\
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---------------- ,--------- -----------FORM OF BID:

rr

Except as mentioned above, all bids must
\

be unconditional, must be in writing for all the bonds herein
offered for sale, and, together with the bidder's check, must be
enclosed in a

s~aled

University of

Ne~

Bonds".

envelope addressed to The Regents of the

Mexico and endorsed "Proposal for Series 197#

In addition, each bidder is required to state in his bid

for information purposes only, the average interest cost represented
by the rates of interest specified in such bid.

No proposal for

less than par and accrued interest will be considered.
RIGHT OF REJECTION:

The Regents reserve the right, in

-"

RIGHT OF CANCELLATION:

-

-.

'The successful bidder shall have

the right, at his option, to cancel the contract of purchase if the
bonds are not tendered for delivery within sixty (60) days from the
date of sale, and in such event the succeasful bidder shall be
entitled to return of the good faith check aqcompanying his bid.
The Regents shall have the right, at its option, to cancel the
contract to purchase if within five (5) da1S after the tender of
the bonds for delivery, the purchasers shall not have accepted
delivery and paid for the bonds, in which event the good faith
deposit accompanying the bid shall be forfeited to

th~

University

as payment of damages for failure to comply with the contract' of
purchase.
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BID CHECK:

e

- - - -------------:'

Each bid shall be accompanied by a certified

or bank treasurer's or cashier's check for not less than $160,000
to guarantee performance of such bid, such checks to be drawn on
a bank or trust company transacting

bus~nesg

New Hexico, payable to the order of The
of New Mexico.

in the State of

Re~ents

of the University

If the successful bidder shall not carry out the

terms of his proposal to

purcha~e,

his check shall be cashed and

the amount thereof forfeited as stipulated and as liquidated damages •

...

Checks of the unsuccessful bidders will be returned upon the award
of the bonds.

No interest will be paid upon the deposit made by

the successful bidder.
LEGAL OPINION:

The unqualifted approving opinion of

Chapman and Cutlar covering the legality of the bonds will be
furnished without cost to the purchasers and will be printed on the
backs of the bonds without charge.

There will also be furnished

the usual closing certificates, dated as of the date of delivery
of and payment for the

~onds,

litigation pending or, tD the

including a statement that there is no
kno~ledge

of the signer thereof,

I

i

threatened, affecting the validity of the bonds.
- - - - - - - - - - ---..-.:-...- -- ---- -----:-- --.------ --DEBT SERVICE GRANT:- The Regents"'has entered into a

~--

--

I

----"'

Grant Agreement dated as of _______, 1974, pursuant to
which Grant Agreement a portion of the debt service on the bonds
will be serviced by a government subsidy grant from the United
states Department of Housing and Urban Development in the amount
__O_f_$=:::::::=:::=::::::=--=a:::.:n:::.:n=u=a=l:l~y~,~a~l~l~a:s~m~o~r:e~f~U~l~l~y~d~e:s:c~r~i~b~e~d~1.~·
n~~t~h~e

_
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•

Official statement.

The Grant Agreement provides that if the

government determines that the bonds may be refinanced at a lower
interest rate, the University agrees to refund a pro-rata amount
of each outstanding maturity then callable for redemption,
represented by the outstanding subsidized amount of bonds.

The

Grant Agreement further provides that upon failure of the
University to so call bonds for redemption upon a refunding, the
government may unilaterally reduce the grant amount to a lesser
amount, computed on the basis of the lower market interest rate
to which the bonds, in the opinion of the government, could be
refunded.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

Copies of the Notice of Sale,

Official Statement and the Official Bid Form relating to the
bonds, will be furnished to any bidder upon request made to John
'Perovich, Vice President for Business and Finance, Uni versi ty of
New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico, or to The Regents' fiscal
agent, QUinn & Co., Inc., 200 Second Street, N.W., Albuquerque,
New Mexico 87103.
Dated this

day of __________, 1974.
. ..

~

President

Secretary

----------

_.....

Section 2.,

This resolution shall be effective immediately

upon its adoption.
Adopted and approved this

day of - - - - - - - ,

1971+.

President

Attest:

Secretary

** ** **
Mr. Horn noted that the Academic
Attorney for Academic
Freedom and Tenure Policy permits th~
Freedom and Tenure
Committe-eAcademic Freedom and Tenure Committee
to appoint its own counsel, the cost
of his services being borne by the University, and he asked the
Administration to give some thought ta guidelines for procedures
in this regard. President Heady said that his office presently
has final approval of the particular attorney nominated by the
Committee, as well as the reasonableness of his rate, but he
confirmed that there are no formal guidelines or limits relative
to the Committee's discretion as to when it actually needs an .
attorney's services. He said that an attempt would be made to
draft some reasonable guidelines.

* * *** *
The Regents were informed of a
Stetson Trust
gift of $20,000 from the Hafford P.
Stetson Trust, this sum "to be used and expended in the discretion of the governing body thereof for the benefit of the medical
school in the field of dermatology or related medical areas, in
memory of the Grantor's husband, Dr. Dudley D. Stetson."
It was moved by Dr. Simms, seconded by Mr. Jaramillo, that
the gift be accepted with appropriate thanks. Carried.

* * ** * *

j.92
A gift of 300 shares of Zoecon
Disposal of Gift of
Stock
-- ---- -stock was made to the University in
September, 1973, by Mr. and Mrs.
Thurmond A. Williamson, this being a restricted stock. Mr.
Perovich said that Mr. Williamson has suggested that the
University may wish to establish an account with the Dallas
firm of Underwood, Neuhaus & Co. for the purpose of disposing
of the 300 shares.
It was moved by Mr. Jaramillo, seconded by Dr. Simms,
that such an account be estab11shed for the purpose indicated
and also that the University's thanks be expressed to the
Williamsons. Carried.

** ** * *
Mr. Hooker presented a tabulation
Bid for Alterations
of bids for Phase I of alterations to
f()SChOles Hall
the Administration Building (Scholes
Hall) and noted that the low bidder was John R. Lavis,
General Contractor, in the amount of $217,571. He added
that the amount is within available funds.
It was moved by Mr. Jaramillo, seconded by
that the contract be awarded to the low bidder.

Roberts,
Carried.

M~.

** * * * *
Mr. Roberts reviewed briefly
Bar Center Building
the plans for a Bar Center Building
adjotning Bratton Hall, such a building to be used jointly
by the School of Law and the State Bar Association, with
the University leasing certain portions of the building to
the Association -- actually, the New Mexico Bar Foundation
for considerations1nvolving a proportionate share of construction and operational costs. He said that the ppoject
was approved by the Regents on February 23, 1973, but that
its start had been delayed pending final plans for financing.
He noted that a lease agreement was now ready for execution
by the Regents.
In a discussion relative to the precise name of the
building it was stated by George Harris, president-elect
of the State Bar, that because of a gift of $150,000 from
the Bellamah estate there had been a tentative commitmen~
to name the building the Dale Bellamah Bar Center. However,
Mrii\ Harris said that he felt there would be no gbj ection to
naming it the Dale Bellamah Law Center if this would be
preferable, and he agreed to discuss the matter with Mr.
Jenks and Mr. Potenziani.
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It was accordingly moved by Mr. Roberts, seconded by Mrs.
Mapel, that the agreement between the University and the New
Mexico Bar Foundation eor the joint construction and use of
the building be approved. Carried.

******
Mr. Horn asked the Regents whether
Involuntary Retirethey wished a summary of the involuntary
ment P~oceedings
retirement proceedings relative to
Relative to Professor
Djuric
Professor Djuric, and it was agreed that
no further information was necessary.
Attorneys for the University and for Professor Djuric also said
that they had nothing to add to what had already been submitted
to the Regents.
Mr. Roberts said that he had reviewed the matter carefully
and wished to read a memorandum which he had prepared:
"FACTS: This individual has 12 years of earned service
credited to his retirement. It is assumed that he is
otherwise eligible for medical disability retirement.
The Faculty Handbook and particularly those sections
on involuntary retirement should be read as a whole or as
an entity and not individually by their parts. Sections
17 and 18 as read together provide generally as follows:
A.
B.
C.

Involuntary retirement prior to normal retirement
age.
Such early retirement must be authorized by statute.
"Retirement" benefits must be immediately available.

N. M. Stat. Ann. #77-9-35 through 40 which were enacted
as a part of the Educational Retirement Act provide the basis
for involuntary retirement benefits as set forth above. If
the entire Educational Retirement Act is compared with
Sections 17 and 18, distinctions in the terms "retirement,"
"early retirement," and "disability" become meaningless.
The only provision for early retirement contained in the
Educational Retirement Act appears in its disability sections. There is no specific provision in those sections
that the disability payments paid to "early retirees" be
voluntary. The only requirement in those sections is that
medical corroboration of disability be received prior to
any board's certification of disability. That same requirement is implicit in Section 18 (a).
In short, both the Educational Retirement Act and the
applicable sections of the FactiltyHandbOok deal with early
retirement in the same fashion. The fact that the words
"involuntary" and "disability" are used and do perhaps
confuse the reader somewhat should not preclude enforcement of any of the sections.
It is my opinion, Mr. President, that there is juris-
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diction in the case and that it should be returned to
the Committee for determination on the merits, and I
would so move."
The motion was seconded by Mr. Jaramillo and duly carried.
Professor Walden, counsel for Professor Djuric, thereupon
requested a stay of this direction of the Regents in order to·
test the matter in Court, this in the interest of avoiding a fulldress hearing by the Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure
if the Court agrees with his contention that the Committee
does not have jurisdiction in the matter. It was accordingly
moved by Dr. Simms, seconded by Mr. Roberts, that the del~y.
requested by Professor Walden be granted, providing that a
conclusion is reached as soon as possible and that all parties
proceed with all possible speed. Carried. Professor Walden
said that he would prepare his petition within the next two
weeks, and Mr. Akin estimated that it might take from four to
six weeks to get the matter through the District Court.
Professor Djuric asked the Regents whether they had discussed
the matter of his sabbatical, as requested by him at the December
13 meeting. Mr. Horn replied that sabbatical leaves come to
the Regents through appropriate channels for final approv~l.
President Heady noted that this plea is one of several that
Professor Djuric currently has in process and that he has requested a hearing by the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee
concerning the denial of his sabbatical. It would be highly
inappropriate, he said, for the Regents to consider the matter
at this juncture.

******
Mr. Hooker informed the Regents
Bids for Boiler and
Pump
that bids were opened on January 3
for the pre-purchase of a boiler
for the eventual expansion of the heating plant.. He said that
the low bidder for Lot No.1 (100,000 Ib./hr. steam generator
and forced draft fan) was the Trane Company for $132,244 and
for Lot No.2 (turbine-feedwater pump) was the Johnston Company
for $9,967. These amounts, he said, are within the allocated
budget for the project.
It was moved by Mr. Roberts, seconded by Mrs. Mapel, that
the low bids be accepted. Carried.

******
Mr. Perovich, on behalf of the
Parking Fee Rebates
Campus Planning Committee, brought
to the Regents a proposal that parking permit rebates be allowed
if (1) the employee buys a bus pass, and (2) if the parking

~
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permit is canceled in exchange for a car pool parking permit.
These rebates, he said, would be in addition to those presently
allowed when an employee is terminated or is on leave for a ' .
semester, and he commented that they were proposed because of
the energy crisis.

•

It was moved by Mrs. Mapel, seconded by Mr. Jaramillo, that
this recommendation of the Ca~pus Planning Committee be approved.
Carried.

******
Mr. Hooker said that a utility
Easement to Gallup
for Se~er Line
easment to the City of Gallup was
required in order that a sewer line
might serve the new building at the Gallup Branch College. This
easement, he explained, 'would have two parts: (1) an easement
across the acreage given ~o the University by the Gurleys a couple
of year~ ago, an earlier easement having never been recorded, and
(2) an easement across the 16 acres ~iust recently received from
the Gurleys.
It was moved by Mr. Roberts, seconded by Dr. Simms, that the
utility easement to the City of Gallup be approved. Carried.

* ** ** *
Smith Plaza and
Upon recommendation by President
Woodward Lecture Hall
Heady, it was moved by Mrs. Mapel,
seconded by all the Regents, that the
plaza area bounded by Zimmerman Library, Ortega Hall, the new
humanities building, the New Mexico Union, and the mall be designated as Smith'Plaza in recognition of the outstanding contributions
of Sherman E. Smith to the University and that the new lecture hall
now under construction be named Woodward Lecture Hall in honor of
Hugh B. Woodward and Helen K. Woodward as major benefactors of the
University. Carried.
.

******
State Health
The Regents examined a proposed
Laboratory Building
lease between the University and the
Property Control Division of the Department of Finance and Administration of the State of New Mexico
relative to a laboratory on University land to be used by the
Medical Investigator, the Environmental Improvement Agency, and
the Health and Social Services Department. This would be a 99-year
- lease ata rental of $1.00 per year.
Colonel Hottenroth said that the original discussion had been
based on a I-acre plot but that the Health and Social Services Department and the Medical Examiner's Office had deemed it prudent

~.
~

to provide for some ultlmate0upward expansion of the building as
well as a possible addition'-to the west and accordingly had requested that the'site be enlarged to 1.49 acres.
Mr. Hooker said that his office had received the plat only
this morning and had discovered an error in the location which
would make final approval by the Regents impossible at this
time .. Colonel Hottenroth noted, however, that there were time
pressures and that a construction contract could not be awarded
without a lease having been executed.
Accordingly, it was moved by Mr. Roberts, seconded by Mrs.
Mapel, that the proposed lease and the building site be approved
but with details of the boundaries to be worked out by the
University'Architect's office and brought to the Regents at
their next meeting. Carried.

******
Mr. Perovich informed the Regents
Budget Revision
that in compliance with the wishes of
the Board of Educational Finance the University does not
include any construction projects in the operating budget
abtil after the bids ha~e been awarded by the Regents. C6nsequently, he said, there are some projects currently under
construc~ion which have been approved by the Regents but
which have not been reflected in the expenditure budget as
~
capital outlay. He thereupon refer~ed to a table which
indicated a necessary budget adjustment of $6,770,000, this to
include construction projects awarded by the Regents since
JUly 1, 1973, and also some revised budgets for the following:
Nursing-Pharmacy -- from $3,877,000 to $4,115,000 to restore
equipment eliminated earlier from the budget; Cancer Center -from $4,640,000 to $4,700,000 for office furnishings; Lecture
Hall -- $1,915,000 to $2,000,000 for television and audio-visual
equipment; and Humanities -- $2,710,000 to $2,788,000

scaping and roadways.

~or

1and-'

•
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It was moved by Mr. Roberts, seconded by Mrs. Mapel, that
the budget adjustments be approved as requested. Carried.

* * ** * *
By recommendation of Professor
Reappointment of
Professor Newhall
Walch, Dean Adams, Vice President
Travelstead, and President Heady
it was moved by Mr. Roberts, seconded by Dr. Simms, that the
appointment of Beaumont Newhall, age 65, as Visiting Professor
of Art be continued for 1974-75. Carried.

** * * * *
Similarly, upon recommendation
Reappointment of
Professor Hunsley
by Professor Hillerman, Dean Wollman,
Vice President Travelstead, and
President Heady, it was moved by Mr. Jaramillo, seconded by
Mr. Roberts, that Millard Hunsley, age 68, be reappointed as
Assistant Professor of Journalism for 1974-75, this to be
his final year -of extended employment at UNM. Car~ied.

* ** * * *
Additional faculty and administra- Faculty Contracts
tive contracts, leaves, and resignations were brought to the Regents as follows:

January 17, 1974
TO:

,The Regents of the University of New Mexico

FROM:

Ferrel Heady, President

SUBJECT:

Contracts, Leaves, and Resignations
RECOMMENDATION:

I

o

~--

That the Regents approve the contracts,
leaves, and resignations listed beloW:

CONTRACTS
A.

Faculty and Administrative Personnel,

1973~74:

Apodaca, Augustine A. Vi~iting Lecturer in Business
(st 1/1/74)
.' and Administrative Sciences
Clark, -Alice S.
(st 2/1/74)

$

6,000.00
(5· mon.ths)

'Assistant Dean of Library Service, 8 j 033.35
Associate Professor of
(5 months)
Librarianship (Probationary)
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-------- ---- --- - - - - Born Nov~mber 24, 1922 in Oneonta, New Yorki divorced,
two chi1dreno Education: BoA. (Sec. Social Science Ed.)
State University College, Oneonta, NY, 1967i M.S.L.S.,
State University of New York, Albany, 1968. Recent
Professional Experience: At The Ohio State University
Libraries, Columbus: Head, Undergraduate Libraries,
1971-74; Acting Head, Undergraduate Libraries, 1970-71;
Reference Librarian,1969-70; Assistant Head, Personnel,
1968-69; at SUNY, Albany: Lecturer in Library Science,
1968i Research Assistant, 1967-68. Publications:
Author or co-author of four journal articles and one
paper. Fields, of Special Jnterest: Library orientation,
library statistics; work on a biography of Wallace
Nut'i:ing for thesis in MF.. program in History to be completed August, 1975.

Daitz, Benson R.
(st 1/1/74)

Assistant Professor of Family and
iCommunity Medicine (Non-Prob)

12,000.00
(6 months)

Born September 20, 1942 in New York City; married, two
children. Education:
B.A. (History, English) University of Virginia, 1964iM.D., Universidad Autonoma de
Guadalajara school of Medicine, 1970. Post Graduate
~raininq: Internship, Dalhousie University School of
Medicine, Halifax, Nova S~otia; Residency (Family Med)
Jackson Memorial Hospital, Dniv. of Miami School of
Medicine, 1971-73. Research Interest: Sickle Cell
screening and Genetic Counseling on the island of
Bimini (in progress.)
Haynes, Junella
(st 12/17/73)

Assistant Coordinator of Native
Studies (Non-Prob)

~nerican

5,545.28
(6.52 months)

Kantrowitz, Martin P. Instructor in Family and Community 9,034.09
______ (st_ll/26/73)
_Medic:.1,~e_J3/4-t:.i~~)
(7.23__ monthsJ
Visiting ,Professor of Anthropology
12,300.00'
Watanabe, Hitoshi
(Semester II)
(4~ months)
(st 1/14/74)
Williams, Edward J.
(st 1/14/74)

Visiting Professor of Political
Science (Semester II)

Witemeyer, Sharon B. Instructor in Pediatrics
(st 11/12/73)
(3/4-time)
B.

10,000.00
W
!

8,642.10

Revised Contracts:
-'

Lane, Zanier D.
Ins~ructor in Librarianship
, (Revised to change to probationary status effective
7/]'/73.J

10,800.00
(12 months)
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Minzner, Pamela~:
Assistant Professor of Law
(Revised to show maternity leave during January. with
pay, and app~oved LWOP ·starting 2/1/74.)

(5~

Mellon, Peter S.

10,750.00

Instructor in Modern and Classical
Languages
(Revi·sed to correct title.)

Nason., Marshall R.Professor of M&Cl Languages,
Director of the Latin American ctr
(Revised to increase base salary and to add one
surruner month of service in 1974.)

24,388.00
(10 months)

Plax, Timothy G.

12,050.00
(9 months)

Wolfe, Lenore O.
Instructor in Elementary Education
(Revised to increase to 2/3 time during Semester II;
total FTE: 070.)
j.

7,800.00
(9 months)

Visiting Assistant Professor of
Speech Communication
(Revised to change sala~y and title, with completion
of Ph.D. degree.)

II.

8,250.00
months)

LEAVES
Entringer, Roger,Associate Professor of Mathematics, at
UNM sirice1958; previously on Sabbatical Leave 1967-68,
Semester II; requests:
Sabbatical Leave, 1974~75, Semester I, with full pay,
to continue research in the area of Discrete Mathematics,
particularly Graph Theory.
Gurbaxani, Shyam H., Assistant Professor of EEeS, requests:
Can6ellation of his approved Sabbatical Leave, 1973-74,
Semester II, because of the impossibility of carrying
blitth~plc~tnned:r:es~_':trch in India.
Hibben, Frank C., Professor of Anthropology; at UNM since
1934; birthdate 12-5-10; last leave was sabbatical during
1970~71 Semester II; requests:
Sabbatical Leave, 1974-75, Semester I at 2/3 pay,
to concentrate on archeological work at Comanche Springs,
near Tome, New Mexico; this work is already in progress,
supported by a series of small grants from the Horizon
Corporation. In addition, Professor Hibben plans to comp~ete writing and publication of the final reports on th~
excavations in the Gallina area near Cuba, and at Pottery
Mound, near Los Lunas.
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Hufbauer, G~ry

c., Professor of Economics, requests:

phanqe in c:.l?-rrent le'ave,1973-74 academic ~ear at 2/3 :ay
froElsabba-tical'to leavE? without pay, effective lZ1174~
Professor Hufbauer had been granted sabbatical leave
for the year ,to be spent at Cambridge University, England.
Because of the serious economic crisis now being suffered
in England, the Hufbauers decided to return to the United
states. Rerequests the change to leave without pay for
Semester II in order for him to work with the U.s.
Treasury Department.
Jordan, Scott W., Associate Professor of Pathology, requests:
Cancellation of his sabbatical leave which had been apBroved for lllZ74 thJ;ough 6/30/i4. Postponement of the
leave is requested because a "contract has tecently been
approved which relates ~o diagnostic cytology and requires Professor Jordan1s presence here.
Pugach, Noel H., Assistant Professor of History, at UNM
since 1968; no previous leave; requests:
Sabbatical ~eaye, 1974-75 academic year with 2/3 P~..Y.,
to study the formulation and execution of United States
Far Eastern policy from the Versailles Peace Conference
to the Manchurian Incident of 1931 •. Focusing primarily
on China, but also considering major developments in
Jap~n, Eastern Siberia, and thel-vestern Pacific, this
study will emphasize the impact of Briti&h policy and
strategy upon American activities and objectives in the
Far East.
III.

Effective:

RESIGNATIONS
Kanowitz, Leo
Moody, Dixon M.

'Professor of Law
Assistant Professor of Radiology
(Neuroradiology), Assistant Prof.
of Surgery (Neurosurgery)

12/31/73
12/31/73

5/17/74

Upon the recommendation of President Heady, it was moved
by Mr. Roberts, seconded by Mr. Jaramillo, that th~ above contracts,
leaves, and resignations be approved. Carried.

******

•

The Regents discussed again
University Community
the invitation of the University
Forum
Community Forum for the Board to
designate one or more of its members to serve as voting members
on the Forum. Althoughtthe Regents were divided as to the
appropriateness of having a Regent on the Forum, Mr. Horn volunteered to serve in a non-voting capacity on a temporary basis.
He said that he would report back to the Regents after several
months, at which point a decision could be made about the
permanence of the assignment.~ At his request, also, Mrs. Mapel
agreed to serve as a back=up member for Mr. Horn.
It was thereupon moved by Mrs. Mapel, seconded by Mr.
Roberts, that the' composition of the Forum be changed on a
temporary basis to include a Regent as a non-voting member and
that Mr. Horn be so named. Carr~ed.

******
Committee on University
It was noted by President
Planning
.Heady that on November 9, 1973,
the Regents approved the establishment of a Committee on University Planning, with a Regent to
serve as one of the members. It was agreed that Mr. Roberts
would so serve, although Dr. Simms expressed his feeling that
it is wrong for i Regenta to be on a committee of this sort which
is involved in operational detail.

******
Mr. Perovich brought to the
Assignment of Leases
Regents two requests for the assignment of leases, these being $1.00 per year, 99-year leases of
pous~s privately built on University land.
The first of these,
he said, was the property on 415 Girard, N.E., with the present
lessee, lone P. Amos, who is physically incapacitated, desiring
to assign her lease to her niece, Hettie-Regis Jones Humphrey.
No assignment of aalease, he said, may be made without
the Regents' approval.
It was moved by Mr. Roberts, seconded by Dr. Simms, that the
assignment of the lease be approved. Carried.
The second property, Mr. Perovich said, is that at 611 Girard,
N.E., with the current lessees, Caroline C. Robertson and Anne·
R. Kelley, wishing to sell the improvements -- i.e., assign the
lease -- to James W. and Susan M. Mayer, Dr. Mayer being a new
f~culty member in the School of Medicine.
Additionally, Mr.
Perovich noted, it would be necessary to have the Regents consent
to encumbrances by real estate contract in an, amount not to
exceed $23,500. The current transaction, he said, would involve
a selling price of $33,500, with a $10,000 down payment, and the
balance to be carried on a real estate contract for $23,500.
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It was moved by Mr. Roberts, seconded by Mr. Jaramillo,
that the assignme.nt of the lease and the encumbrance by real
estate contract be approved. Carried.

* * * * * *,
Replacements on
Upon the recommendatio.n of Mr.
Harwood Foundation Board
Brogden, Dr. McMichael, and President
Heady, it was moved by Mrs. Mapel,
seconded by Mr. Roberts, that Mr. Jonathan Scott and Mr. John
Ramming be replaced by Mr. Robert Ray and Mr. Ron Friedman
on the Harwood Foundation Advisory Board, it being noted that
the six-year terms of Messrs. Scott and Ramming have expired.
Carried.

******
The meeting adjourned at 4:30 p.m.

APPRO~~
President

•

